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Abstract

An ongoing challenge to quantum chromodynamics as the theory of strong interac-
tions is calculating hadron masses and matrix elements from first principles. Presently
lattice calculations are the most promising means to probe low energy physics of
quarks and gluons. The matrix element of the polarized on-shell nucleon state
(pslTJ,(x)J,(O)lps) can be reduced to a set of spin-independent longitudinal and
transverse structure functions Fi(x, Q2) and spin-dependent functions gi(x, Q2) and
hi(x, Q2). Relevant matrix elements are calculated on a large lattice in the quenched
approximation. In particular, the zeroth moment of the tensor charge is calculated
for light valence quarks and extrapolated to the chiral limit.

Topological excitations play an important r6le in nonperturbative quantum field
theory. An introduction of the 0-term into the Lagrangian calls for special simulation
techniques and sampling methods and requires a tremendous increase in statistics to
get a signal. While QCD is still beyond current computational capabilities, investi-
gations of simpler models will gain better understanding of topology related issues in
lattice quantum field theories. The two dimensional 0(3) a-model with the 0-term
is studied in the second part of the thesis. Using the cluster update algorithms and
improved estimators a numerical check of Haldane's conjecture is performed. A spe-
cial updating technique has been developed to construct an improved estimator for
the topological charge and other observables to overcome the sign problem.

Thesis Supervisor: John William Negele
Title: William A. Coolidge Professor of Physics
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this thesis two major topics are described. The first deals with calculation of the

hadron structure functions from the first principles. In the second part we develop a

novel method of studying topology on the lattice.

Chapter 2 contains an introduction to common lattice techniques. The method-

ology of constructing a nucleon on the lattice is also considered there. It ends with

establishing the physical scale of the lattice used for the moments calculations in the

next chapter.

Twenty years of experimental high energy probes have provided detailed mea-

surements of spin-dependent and spin-independent hadron structure functions char-

acterizing the distribution of quarks and gluons in the nucleon. Presently, although

there is no known way to solve quantum chromodynamics to calculate the structure

functions directly from first principles, it is possible to calculate the moments of the

structure functions using lattice QCD. The quenched calculations of moments of spin-

dependent and spin-independent structure functions are considered in chapter 3. The

theoretical basis and details of the lattice calculations are described and numerical

results for a exploratory calculation are presented.

Since the dynamics of QCD is governed by nonperturbative effects, it is of paramount

importance to understand the r61le topological objects play in formation of nucle-

ons. An introduction of the 0-term into the Lagrangian calls for special simulation

and sampling methods and requires a tremendous increase in statistics to extract a



signal. While QCD topological effects can not be fully handled by current computa-

tional methods, investigation of simpler models is important for better understanding

of topology related issues in lattice quantum field theories. Difficulties of previous

approaches are reviewed in chapter 4.

Studying the two-dimensional a-model is traditionally a warm-up exercise for

nonperturbative QCD. At the same time, it has another application to the behavior

of one-dimensional quantum spin chains. Therefore, we develop a method to simulate

the 2-d a-model with the 0-term present on a computer in chapter 5. As an application

of the technique, we study the mass gap behavior at 0 = 7r.

There are also three appendices in the thesis. In appendix A a portable random

number generator is developed for MPP architecture. This implementation has been

used in the gauge field generation for chapters 2 and 3. The jackknife procedure for

error estimate is summarized in appendix B. Appendix C describes how the plateaux

in the experimental data can be determined optimally.



Chapter 2

Lattice Review

A dream of understanding the properties of strong interactions from first principles is

now almost fifty years old. Following the development of quantum chromodynamics in

the early 1970's, QCD based calculations of the masses and other properties of hadrons

were made possible by Wilson's work on lattice gauge field theory and renormalization

group methods. Lattice calculations became a serious player in hadron physics around

1980 with introduction of Monte-Carlo techniques. Since that time, the lattice made

its way to the particle physics community, e.g., the Particle Data Book [1] now cites

lattice results for a, and the expected glueball mass. Predictions that the 0++ state

is the lightest are now widely believed.

In this chapter we start by reviewing basic lattice concepts and techniques. Sec-

tion 2.1 gives the standard set of arguments for using lattice simulations to extract

nonperturbative results for quantum field theory and introduces the lattice notation.

In section 2.2 we construct both gauge and fermion actions suitable for lattice cal-

culations. We consider implications of quantum aspects of the theory in section 2.3.

Section 2.4 explains how the gauge conditions are implemented on the lattice. The

conjugate gradient method of inverting the Dirac matrix is defined in section 2.5. Af-

ter that, we show how to construct different hadron sources and discuss their merits

in section 2.6. In the last section, 2.7, we establish the scale of the lattice used in the

next chapter for calculation of the hadron structure function moments.



2.1 Why Lattice?

Lattice gauge theory goes back to early 70's, when Wilson [2] formulated the lattice

theory for regularization purposes. Since that time, lattice calculations developed as a

major player in nonperturbative field theory. Currently lattice QCD is widely used to

obtain first-principles information about confinement, the hadron spectrum, electro-

week decay constants, heavy quark physics etc. In fact, the range of applications is

so broad that the proceedings of annual lattice conference is well above 500 pages.

The beauty of lattice field theory is that it allows to study nonperturbative effects

while not imposing any ad hoc models. The ambition is to solve QCD from the first

principles.

There is yet another appeal to study lattice theories. One can construct and

study models which are difficult or impossible to implement experimentally. Besides

the Ising model, the 2-d a-model is the most common test model studied by lattice

theorists. We will use it in chapter 5 to study 0-vacua.

What all lattice theories share is the departure from continuous 4-dimensional

Minkowski space-time we happen to live in. The first steps are to perform a Wick

rotation and to replace the flat space-time R4 by a manifold M, usually a torus T4 .

The next step is to substitute a discrete set of points for M.

At this point it is convenient to introduce a notation similar to differential geome-

try. This notation works for both finite lattices which can be simulated on a computer

and infinite lattices which are useful for analytical calculations.

One way to construct the lattice is to start by dividing a d-dimensional manifold

M into N d-dimensional cells cd(n) without common internal points. This bisection

completely defines the lattice as we shall see presently. If all cells are isomorphic

then the lattice is regular, if the cells are of random form, then one has a random

lattice. The lower dimensional structures are defined recursively for k = 1 ... d.

A pair of k-cells intersecting over a (k - 1)-dimensional solid define a (k - 1)-cell:

Ck-l(n, m) = ck(n)n ck(m). If one goes on recursively, the last two steps will be

1-cells cl (links) and 0-cells co (vertices). The collection of all cells forms the lattice



£ = {{c,}, {cn-1},... {, c}, {o}} We define a dual d-cell c*(x) as a set of points in

M which are closer to a given co(x) than to any other co. Repeating the previous

procedure one builds the dual lattice £* = {{c*}, {c~_1},.. ., {c*}, {c*}}. This defines

a duality transformation: (ck)* = Cdk. It is easy to see that ((ck(X))*)* = Ck(X), SO

that £** = C.

If the manifold M is orientable, one can introduce the orientation on L.

The boundary operator d maps a k-cell into an oriented collection of (k - 1)-

cells forming the boundary of ck(x). E.g., dc, = co(a) - co(b). Analogously, the

coboundary operator maps a k-cell into a collection of oriented (k + 1)-cells: Ock(X)

(d((ck (x))*))*

This language closely follows notation of differential geometry (see, e.g, [3]) and

shares indeed many advantages of the latter.

One of many choices is to use a torus T 4 = R4/Z4 for M and hypercubes for all

Cd. This way we get the conventional QCD lattice. Another discretization will be

used in chapter 5.

The matter fields (scalars, fermions, etc.) live on co: 'Icont(x) --* lat(co). From

the differential geometry point of view, the gauge field is a connection, hence it lives

on cl defining a parallel transport of the fundamental matter fields along the c1 :

A,(x) -- U(cl). In addition, while the continuous gauge field A, was an element of

the Lie algebra, the finite transport U is an element of a corresponding Lie group'.

2.2 Lattice QCD Action

In this section we define the lattice QCD action for both quarks and gluons. From now

until chapter 4 we shall work exclusively with 4-dimensional hypercube lattice. It is

convenient to introduce another notation for the links and label the link cl (nl, n2, n3)

by the point of origin n and the direction /t: cl -* (n, p). Then the gauge field

depends on these two labels: U = U(n, i). The free case A, = 0 corresponds to

U = 1. Occasionally we will label U by a two cos: U(n, it) =- U(n, n + Af).

'Conventionally the universal covering group is used, but other choices are possible, e.g., [4, 5, 6, 7]



The link value can be expressed through A, as follows:

U(n, p) = Pexp IP igA,(x)dx~ ' -) 1 + igaA,(n) + O(a2 ).

2.2.1 Gauge Action

To construct a lattice version of the minimal gauge action F2 , we will need a lattice

analog to the field strength tensor:

P,,(n) = U(n, n + A) U(n + , n + + ) U(n + + , n + ) U(n + f, n),

(this comes from the definition of the curvature tensor on the principal bundle, see

Fig. 2-1.)

n+V U nL+V

n n+U
U

Figure 2-1: Links and a plaquette

In the continuum limit the plaquette becomes:

PI,,(n) ) 1 + iga2F,,(n) - g2a4F,,(n)F,,(n) + O(a6 ), (2.1)

(There is no summation over it and v on the right hand side). One immediately sees

that
P, ( n ) - 1 a- F(n)

iga2

Now we need to construct a lattice expression which will reproduce the Lagrange

density F, in the continuum. As usual on the lattice, there are many different ways



to achieve this goal. E.g., -1/g 2 ReTr ,,(P, - 1)2 is a candidate. However, the

definition of choice of the lattice community is

1
Sglue = Na4g2  ReTr (1 - P(n)). (2.2)

{CNca 2}

One reason for that will be clear when we discuss lattice simulation techniques. This

expression has O(a2) corrections in the continuum limit. Currently there is a lot of

activity on improving the gauge action. (In addition to the perturbative approach of

Symanzik [8, 9] there are important recent developments based on the renormalization

group [10, 11, 121.)

2.2.2 Fermion Action

For the fermions the situation is more subtle. One can easily write down an expression

with a correct continuum limit, e.g.,

Sferm 2Z P 7M,U(n, n + )n+p, - nyU(n, n - )'n-ii - am Z nn
Cl CO

but there is a notorious fermion doubling problem [13, 14], with the effect that this

Lagrangian describes fermions with a wrong number of degrees of freedom. It has

been proven that the doubling problem can not be eliminated if only interactions with

a finite number of neighbors are considered [15] and both the chiral symmetry and

hermiticity are kept intact. In d dimensions the number of doublers is 2
d .

Many different approaches were suggested to combat this problem [2, 16]. We will

use so-called Wilson fermions:

Sr = E , -- , _ [#x (R - ytU) U•,,x+, + +x (R + yM) Vut,- - (2.3)

For R - 0, extra degrees of freedom acquire additional mass and are hence pushed

out of the massless region. We will use R = 1, because this gives the theory some nice

properties in the transfer matrix formalism and considerably simplifies computations.

The hopping parameter . replaces the continuum mass. In the free case, U = 1, the

Lagrangian (2.3) describes fermions with mass

1- 2d,/
amo0 2K



When the gauge interaction is present, this relation is replaced by

S= q). (2.4)
2a K Kc

The renormalization factor Zq depend on the form of the action. For the Wilson

action at f = 6.2 its perturbative value is close to 1.12 [17, 18]. Kc is the value of

the hopping parameter where fermions becomes massless. Its value depends on the

dynamics of the gluon sector. The bad news about the Wilson action (2.3) is that in

the continuum limit, a -+ 0, R = const, it has order a corrections. This results in the

relatively strong r'-dependence of the observables and increases statistics needed for

the same accuracy of the extrapolation to the chiral limit compared to the staggered

fermions. Furthermore, since there is no remnant on chiral symmetry. the mass is

protected against renormalization an the chiral limit requires fin tuning. However,

the convenience of the action (2.3) for numerical simulations often outweights its

drawbacks. It also simplifies calculating the renormalization constants.

In contrast, although staggered fermions maintain a remnant of chiral symmetry,

they only partially remove the doubling problem and strictly apply to integer multiples

of 4 flavors. In addition, because of thinning of degrees of freedom, the effective lattice

spacing for staggered fermions is actually 2a.

In the next chapter we will use lattice covariant derivatives for fermions:

(0D1 On> = (V)5 DOn + (0C D1, O), (2.5)

where

(V) D O)n = On(Un,jVn+A - 'O) (2.6)

and

( D 7)n = (On-i!-n', - O-)lI"W (2.7)

2.3 What Makes It Tick

Now, once the action is defined in both fermion and gauge sectors, we can proceed to

building the quantum theory on the lattice.



In general, the way to evaluate the functional integral Z = f[d¢]e-s[0] is to gen-

erate an ensemble & of points {(} in configuration space distributed according to the

weight p(k) , e- sk[] and use the estimator

E A[01 a f[dq]A[f]e-S[0l

OE ZZ

for the observable A[¢].

In some cases, it is possible to construct an algorithm producing field configura-

tions that are representative of a large number of points in the configuration space

so that a part of the sum on the left hand side of the above equation can be done

analytically. Such cluster algorithms have been constructed for spin models and gen-

eralized to the a-model (we will use cluster updates in chapter 5), but presently there

is no efficient construction known for the SU(N) gauge theory.

It is very important that the ensemble & consists of statistically independent

configurations and covers the configuration space completely. One method to generate

such an ensemble is to use a Markov chain satisfying the detailed balance principle: If

C and C' are two configurations with actions S(C) and S(C') respectively, then the

probabilities to move from C to C' and back (P(C', C) and P(C', C) respectively)

must satisfy the condition

P(C', C)e-S(C) = P(C, C')e -S(C'). (2.8)

In addition, we require that P(C, C') > 0 for all C, C'. This ensures that any point in

the configuration space can be reached by the random walk. Since the walk is defined

as a discrete chain of field configurations, it is not required that the configuration

space is connected in order for all topological sectors to be automatically sampled in

E with a correct weight.

If we were able to use the whole Markov chain for the estimators, it would be

the end of the story. Unfortunately, computers produce only finite sequences of

configurations. Thus, the question of statistical independence of the configurations

needs to be addressed. Obviously, if two configurations C and C' differ in only small

number of variables, then physical observables will be strongly correlated.



So far, the Markov chain construction does not impose statistical independence

on consecutive fields. If the correlation time T of the simulation algorithm is known,

then one can build an ensemble of statistically independent configurations by picking

up steps from the chain separated by at least r iterations.

One commonly used update algorithm is the heatbath [19] which can be efficiently

implemented for the SU(2) Yang-Mills gauge field. Its efficiency is based on the fact

that the group manifold is a three dimensional sphere S3 so that a new value of the

link can be generated efficiently with the sharp peaked probability exp(-PS(U))dU.

Since for SU(N), N > 3 the group manifold is not a sphere any longer and as a result,

a straightforward implementation of the heatbath must deal with a sharp peak in

the probability distribution. Cabibbo and Marinari [20] suggested a way around this

difficulty. Their idea is to use the heatbath for updates in SU(2) subgroups of SU(N).

The suggested algorithm automatically satisfies the detailed balance principle (2.8).

While it is enough to update only two subgroups (0, 1) and (1, 2) to cover the whole

SU(3), the autocorrelation time is significantly reduced if the third subgroup (1, 3) is

also updated.

Overrelaxation is another method widely used for gauge field generation [21, 22]. It

can be considered as a special case of the heatbath algorithm when a new configuration

has exactly the same action as the old one. The Wilson action (2.2) considered

as a function of one U,•, only can be written as C1 + C2ReTr(UA) where A is

a Nc x N, matrix and Ci are some constants. Again, the SU(2) case is special:

A = kB, B E SU(2) and, e.g., U- > BtUtBt preserves the action (2.2). If Nc > 2

the same Cabibbo-Marinari trick could be applied as for the heatbath.

Simulating the fermion sector of the theory is a separate topic which we shall not

discuss here since there are no dynamical fermions in the quenched approximation.

2.3.1 Details of the Field Generation

For calculation of the structure function moments in chapter 3 we generated SU(3)

quenched configurations using the Wilson action with 3-subgroup Cabibbo-Marinari

interlaced with 16 overrelaxation sweeps on a 243 x 32 lattice. SU(2) subgroups were



chosen in order (01), (12), (02). First the heatbath algorithm was applied to each

subgroup, then 16 overrelaxation sweeps were performed. Each overrelaxation sweep

consisted of sequential updates in the same subgroups. Relative numbers of heatbath

and overrelaxation iteration were selected based on a tradeoff between autocorrela-

tion time (in iterations) and run-time of the algorithm. While comprehensive studies

of the autocorrelation time is prohibitively expensive, results indicate that using ev-

ery 50th iteration for inverting the Dirac matrix and calculating all the observables

introduces reasonably small statistical errors due to correlations between the gauge

configurations. Moreover, these errors are completely overshadowed by other sources

of noise.

The generation started from the cold start (U = 1) and first 7000 iterations were

discarded to allow for system thermalization. The coupling constant was held at

p, = 6.2 throughout the simulation.

2.4 Gauge Fixing

In our calculations sometimes2 we need to fix the gauge by imposing some gauge

condition G(U) = 0. On the lattice it amounts to finding an extremum of some func-

tional F[U] with respect to gauge transformations g : U(n, m) --+ g(n)U(n, m)gt(m).

The extremum condition for the functional F must reproduce the gauge condition G.

Otherwise we are free to use any suitable functional.

2.4.1 Landau Gauge

The Landau gauge 8,A" = 0 corresponds to the functional

3

FL[U] = E (U (n) + U(n))
n A=O

2 Currently we do the gauge fixing for distributed sources only, but it is not difficult to imagine

some Dirac matrix inversion method whose convergence would from the gauge fixing also. One such

example is Fourier acceleration, for which a smooth gauge like Landau gauge is desirable.



Finding an extremum of FL[U] requires an iterative procedure, e.g., one may sweep

through the lattice maximizing FL [U] with respect to the local gauge transformations.

Here again it is advantageous to use the Cabibbo-Marinari trick, since the maximum

in SU(2) case can be found by solving an algebraic equation.

2.4.2 Coulomb Gauge

The Coulomb gauge diAi = 0 corresponds to the functional

3

FG[U] = E~~ (U (n) + U (n)) . (2.9)
n i=1

The difference between Landau and Coulomb gauges is in the range of the internal

sum over directions. In the Coulomb case it runs over spacial directions only, so that

(2.9) admits gauge transformations which depend only on time. It can also be fixed

using a procedure similar to that for Landau gauge. The difference from Landau

gauge allows to fix the Coulomb gauge in the time slices of interest only. In our

case it is enough to fix the Coulomb gauge on the source and the sink time slices

instead of fixing it on the whole lattice. We did not use this miniscule optimization

for two reasons. First, the time spent in gauge fixing amounts to about 2% of the

full computations, and, second, it is simpler to fix the whole lattice once and for

all instead of worrying about gauge transforming the propagator when building the

two-point function (see section 2.7) and sequential source (section 3.6).

We use the Coulomb gauge when constructing the smeared nucleon sources in

section 2.6.

2.4.3 Computation Details

Because of the nature of the functional (2.9) an iterative procedure is needed to find

its minimum. A sweep through the lattice consists of changing every link Un,, in such

a way that its contribution to (2.9) is minimized.

Applying a gauge transformation at the site n only, the change in (2.9) is

3 3

6FG[U] = FG[U 9]- FG[U] = (g.u,(n) + u:(n -)g) - (U(n) + t(n -)
i=I i=l



Since 6FG is linear in g, its minimum can be easily found by cooling methods. In

SU(2) case the group manifold is a sphere and the minimum can be found exactly

by solving a linear equation. In case N > 2 the Cabibbo-Marinari procedure helps

again. We used 3 SU(2) subgroups.

Once the gauge transformation minimizing FG locally is found, the same procedure

can be repeated on the next site until the entire lattice is swept. Because of the

structure of FG one needs to perform multiple sweeps through the lattice before the

gauge can be considered fixed.

One can also combine the gauge fixing with overrelaxation methods [23, 24]. We

did not do it for the present calculations though.

The overall change in FG after one sweep determines how close to the fixed gauge

the configuration is brought. Figure 2-2 shows typical behavior of FG as a function of
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Figure 2-2: Typical gauge fixing functional vs. the iteration number

the number of iterations. In hadron structure function calculations we fix the gauge

before inverting the fermion matrix. The empirical tests show that using 1000 gauge

fixing sweeps bring us to the region where results do not noticeably depend on further

increasing the number of iterations. Though all observables are gauge invariant, the

distributed sources we are using (see section 2.6) are defined in the Coulomb gauge,

so ultimately the results do depend on the gauge. One really needs to check the

behavior of observables conclude that the gauge has been fixed to the acceptable

level, since the functional itself changes very little from iteration to iteration. Notice

the logarithmic scale on figure 2-2.



2.5 Solving the Dirac Equation

Another piece of machinery we need is the fermion propagator in a given gauge field

background. In case of the Wilson action (2.3) this amounts to finding an inverse of

the matrix:

Ma b(x, Y)= 6xy6,ap 6ab - rZ {6+,iy (6oji 7 'ap) Uab(x, ))+ (2.10)
Ja + (6 8 + &) U a(X - A.,I)

To shorten the notation we will write M ij instead of Ma"(x, y) hereafter. Though the

matrix M is sparse, with O(N) nonzero elements on a lattice of N sites, its inverse

is not. Fortunately, as a rule we not need all N x N elements of M - 1, instead we are

mostly interested in solving the equation

MijSj = qi  (2.11)

for a given right hand side q. Before trying to solve this equation, some remarks are

due.

First, one notices that (2.10) builds (MO),n from its nearest neighbors only. Hence,

if we divide the lattice into even sites (nl + n2 + n3 + n4 = 0 mod 2) and odd sites

(nl + n2 + n3 + n4 = 1 mod 2), then one can rewrite (2.11) as

KKoe 1 1o 7o

This system can be immediately solved for one component of 0. E.g., Vo = go -

nKoeO. Then for Pe one has:

MeeCe = ?'e, Mee = 1 - K2KeoK.o, 77 = 77e _- Keo?0o. (2.12)

After that we apply the conjugate gradient inverter [25]. Note that since the con-

jugate gradient requires a Hermitian matrix, we actually solve the equation MtM¢ =

Mti7. Table 2.5 summarizes the standard CG algorithm for this case.



€o = 0, 77' = r7 e + IKeorlo, ro = r)' - Mo0, Po = Mtro

Repeat until Irkl is small enough:

SMtrk 22
ak - iMpkJ2

0k+1 = Ck + akPk

Tk+l = Trk - akMpk

b trk 12bk "- Mtrk2

Pk+1 = Mtrk+l + bkPk

Oe = €k+1, 'o = o - IKoek+1

Table 2.1: Conjugate Gradient Inverter

2.6 Sources

Once we have a gauge field configuration we can inhabit it with all kinds of hadrons.

Ideally, one would use a creation operator for a given particle. However, the situation

is not that simple; since our building blocks are quarks, the detailed knowledge of

the quark distribution is needed to create a pure hadron state. By itself this is a

problem at least as complicated as, e.g., that of measuring structure functions. What

we do instead is construct a source which has large enough overlap with the state of

interest and propagate sufficiently far in imaginary time to project onto the ground

state. If the source has some quantum numbers fixed (e.g., spin and parity) and the

state N we are after is the lowest state with these quantum numbers, then in a few

lattice steps all excited states will die off and one can work with N on the rest of

the lattice. Of course, at large separation there are considerable fluctuations which

make it difficult to pick up the signal from the noise, so in practice the usable region

is somewhat limited. The larger overlap of the source with N the better, because it

decreases the amplitudes of the higher excitations.

Though the true hadron wave function does not factor into a product of the valence

quark wave functions, such a decomposition for the source has several advantages.



First, it is easy to construct a source with fixed spin, parity and isospin. Second, one

can get considerable overlap of a simple source with the lowest state in a sector with

fixed (S, P, I).

We start with creating pseudo-scalar mesons. Besides being the simplest color

singlets, they are instrumental in determining the lattice scale (see section 2.7.) The

following source has IG(JPC) = 1-(0-+):

W')()= -aa (q, x)Y/0Va(q, x).

Here /(q, x) creates a single quark. We study various choices of 4P in the next section.

For vector mesons, IG(JPC) = 1+(1 - - ) one can use

IW = ( Oaa(q,x) (qx)

In the baryon sector several sources are widely used. We will use the following

lattice operator to create a nucleon

j(N)(x) = a(qi, x) (ql, x) (C 75 )' (q2, X)abc.

One can easily check that it has I(JP ) = 1/2(1/2+).

In the above formulae, 0 can be a local quark source, Op(q, x) = q(x), or some

kind of a smeared distribution which in general can be written as

y(q, x) = d3yf•b(x,y)q (y). (2.13)

Below we consider relative merits of several f(y, z). Section 2.7 shows the relation of

f(x, y) to the right hand side of eq. (2.11).

* Point Source The quark fields are combined pointwise to get the hadron quan-

tum numbers. Being a 6-function in space, this operator has extremely large

overlap with higher excitations. Depending on the sector, its overlap with the

lightest state could become rather small with exited states dominating most of

the statistically useful region. This behavior tends to worsen as a - 0.



* Wuppertal Source Though this source can be written in form (2.13), it is

much more clear to follow the original notation [26]. Using the hopping matrix

3

H(x, x') = (ui(X)6 1,"X± + U7t(x - )6,_i) Ii=
one defines 0(q, x) = Zx,(1 +aH(x, xz'))q(x'), where q(x) is the quark creation

operator. This source is manifestly gauge invariant. The smearing is controlled

by two parameters (a, N).

* Gaussian Source In the Coloumb gauge we define the smeared source with

f'ab(x, y) = 6 ab 6a exp(-p(x - y) 2 ). Here p controls the spatial distribution.

* U = 1 Wuppertal Source can be built applying the technique of the Wup-

pertal smearing with U = 1 and using the resulting distribution for f(x, y) in

the Coloumb gauge. This allows us to compare gauge invariant and gauge fixed

sources with the same spatial probability distribution for fermions.

2.6.1 Source Comparison

To determine the most suitable form of the source, we investigated the plateau in

the effective mass ln(G(t)/G(t + 1)) for the two point functions for the pion, rho and

nucleon sources. To make comparison of different sources meaningful, we used the

RMS radius
f d3 xx2(Vb(x))*,a(x)

as a quantitative measure of smearing.

Some comparisons are shown for the nucleon case in Fig. 2-3 for 7 configurations

at n = 0.1519. The Gaussian (G) and the two Wuppertal (W & U) sources were

adjusted so ( 2 • 6.7a , 0.47fm for each quark field, since this smearing produced

the least noisy results in all three cases. For more localized sources the excited states

are more prominent, whereas for less localized sources the signal becomes noisier at

large distances.

As seen in Fig. 2-3, smearing both the sources and the sink results in substantially

noisier behavior than smearing only the source. On the scale of the errors in Fig. 2-3,
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Figure 2-3: Effective mass as a function of distance for the point-point (PP),

Wuppertal-point (WP), gauge fixed Wuppertal-point (UP), Gaussian-Gaussian (GG)

and Gaussian-point (GP) nucleon correlators

there is no significant difference between smeared source-point sink vs. point source-

smeared sink. It is interesting to note that the gauge fixed Wuppertal (U) and gauge

invariant Wuppertal (W) sources are essentially equivalent.

The meson sources show similar behavior.

2.7 Lattice Scale

There are two reasons to calculate two-point functions on the lattice. First, it lets us

establish the lattice scale from a hadron mass, and we will use the p mass. Second,

we will use the two-point function on a given separation to normalize the moments

of structure functions from three-point function in chapter 3.

We consider the following two-point function projected onto momentum p:

D2(t, p) = d3xeip(T[J(t, x)J(0)]),

where J is a nucleon creation operator.



If J is sufficiently far from the lattice boundary, D 2 (t) can be written as

D2(t, p) = I (OJ(O)n) 12e- E(p)t,

after using the Euclidean translation J(t, x) = exp(Ht - ipx)J(O) exp(-Hp + ipx)

and an insertion of a complete set of states 1 = ,n In)(nl. This relates the 2-point

function to the mass spectrum in the corresponding sector.

One can substitute an explicit form for the hadron creation operator, and, after

contractions one gets for the nucleon

D"a'(t,p) f d3xeip'( Sa',(x, t;O, to)Sbb (x, t; 0, to)S ,(, t; 0, to)9

-gb, (X, t; 0, to) b', (X, t; 0, to) gc' (X, t; 0, to))
Eabc a'b'c' (C 5) 7(C 5)7 '

and for mesons

D2(t, p) = J dxe pS~(,( t; 0, to) S b(0, to; x, t)F Fa a' ab'6ab'

where we expressed the meson source as jy = a rp•", bab. For the pion F = y•, and

1 = y, for the p meson.

Combining these two expressions for D 2(t) the masses of the lowest excited states

can be extracted from the t-dependence. A particularly convenient method is to use

the effective mass
D2(t)meff = log D2 (t + 1)'

which asymptotically approaches mo at large distances. Figure 2-4 shows the effective

masses for N, p and 7r versus lattice time for 35 (A) and 31 (B) configurations. One

can clearly see that the plateau is being reached at fairly short separations of the

source and the sink. We used the same set of propagators to determine the lattice

scale as for three-point function calculations. The Gaussian smeared source fixed at

x = 0 and point momentum projected sink (p = 0) were used. We estimated errors

using the jackknife procedure outlined in appendix B.

Figure 2-5 shows the quark mass dependence of the nucleon (N), vector (p) and

pseudo-scalar (7r) mesons. Observed data agree well with the previously published [27]
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Figure 2-5: Mass K-dependence

values of Kc = 0.15329+7 and a- 1

rescaling errors to bring X to 1.

explained in appendix C. This fixes

= 2.8GeV. Entries marked with a * indicate

The procedure used to find plateau regions is

the scale as follows:

0 mI , MeV amN amp am,
0.15200 35 86 0.4891(11)* 0.3245(06) 0.2197(04)

0.15246 35 55 0.4442(14) 0.3057(07) 0.1817(04)

0.15294 31 23 0.3552(29) 0.2824(16) 0.1188(08)*

0.15329 0 0.3530(110) 0.2700(80) 0

In this table we used eq. (2.4) for the quark mass with Z = 1.12. In the hadron

I l i i ,Ip)



spectroscopy it is generally believed3 that nucleon masses are very unreliable when

m, < 3/La. Our lightest quark mass is presumably too far in that region. Though

both the hadron and mesons have roughly the same RMS radius, the former seems

much more affected at the light quark mass. At the moment we do not have an

explanation for apparently stable behavior of p and 7r.

3 At the spectroscopy section of Lattice'95 this opinion was expressed by many participants.





Chapter 3

Hadron Structure Functions

Hadron physics has enjoyed very dynamic development in recent years. In the be-

ginning few experimental data were available, which only allowed study of domi-

nant effects. Now, however, with developing experimental techniques in deep in-

elastic scattering of leptons, e+e - annihilation and Drell-Yan processes, not only

spin-independent functions can be measured experimentally, but the transversity dis-

tribution h1(x) and other chiral-odd distributions as well.

The parton distribution functions on the light-cone are important for understand-

ing properties of the nucleon in high energy processes for several reasons. First, they

are universal in a sense that the same distributions appear in completely different

processes, so if one has measured a complete set of distribution functions from exper-

iment or calculated them theoretically, then many hadron processes can be predicted.

The distribution functions are invaluable for experiments probing physics beyond the

standard model, as it allows us to consider a proton beam as a beam of quarks and

gluons of known luminosity and thus relate observed cross sections to the fundamental

vertices. Second, since the distribution functions depend on the strong interactions

only, they can be calculated from the first principles, e.g., by using lattice quantum

chromodynamics techniques. Alternatively, they could be used to test our under-

standing of non-perturbative methods and hadron structure.

In this chapter we consider calculation of the hadron structure functions on the

lattice. Section 3.1 gives a review of structure functions in the continuum. In sec-



tion 3.2, we consider effects of the broken Lorenz symmetry on the various functions

of interest. We move to the lattice in section 3.3. Renormalization is considered in

section 3.4. One possible implementation on the lattice is described in section 3.5.

We study different ways to create the proton on the lattice in section 3.6. Finally, in

section 3.7 a calculation of the lowest moment of the tensor charge is presented.

3.1 Moments of Structure Functions I(Continuum)

In this section we summarize relevant continuum operators whose matrix elements

will be computed numerically. Where possible we follow the notation of [28] which,

in turn, is based on [29, 30, 31].

The forward virtual Compton scattering amplitude is related to the matrix element

of the polarized on-shell nucleon (p2 = M 2, s 2 = _M 2 and s -p = 0) state

T,,(q,p, s) - i f d4 e'  (psIT(J, (x)J, (O)) ps) (3.1)

The imaginary part of T,, can be written in terms of various scalar structure functions:

2 ImT, 1 f d4x eq.x (p [J,(x), JV(0)] ps)

= -g,, Fi (x, Q 2) + PP F(z, Q2)

+iV'IqS +• gl(x,Q 2 + (s _ p 'qs)g2(X, Q2)] +... (3.2)
l] V

where Q2 = -q2 > 0, v = p - q Q2/2 and x = Q2/2v. The normalization

of the nucleon state vector is chosen as (pslp's') = (2r)3 2po6 3(p - p')6s,,,, with

p0 = Ep = /MT + p and M being the mass of the nucleon.

In this work, we restrict our attention to the twist-2 structure functions included

in eq. (3.2), which are the leading terms in the large Q2 limit.

3.1.1 Spin-Independent Case (F1 and F2)

The moments of the structure functions F1 and F2 are related to the forward spin-

averaged nucleon matrix elements through the operator product expansion (OPE).



For even values of n > 2 one has

i dx xn - F1 (x, Q2) 2 C , (p2/Q2, g(p)) v($)(p) (3.3)
f=u,d

f0 dx x'Z- 1: ,n n (3-4)j d 2 F2( 2 = C2 ,(f/Q2, g(,))vo/)(p) (3.4)
f=u,d

where the matrix elements v$f) (p) are defined by

I 1 ... ps) = 2v(f) [p, ..p, - traces] (3.5)
81

{12" ... (Y 1 D~ 2 ...x) D" n} }Of(x) - traces. (3.6)

The trace terms in the above equations is needed to construct an irreducible repre-

sentation of the Lorenz group. E.g., for n = 2 the right hand side of eq. (3.5) is

PA1P2 - P2/46-,112

The Wilson coefficients c,) (1 2/Q2, g(jL)) and c, (p2/Q2, g(ti)) are known to the

second order in perturbation theory; they can also be computed nonperturbatively on

the lattice [32]. Although the structure functions are independent of the subtraction

scale, p, the matrix elements and the Wilson coefficients separately do depend on p.

In the parton model the moments of F1 and F2 can be interpreted in the following

way:

v( f) = (x n-)(f) (3.7)

where x denotes the momentum fraction of a nucleon carried by quarks.

3.1.2 Spin-Dependent Case (g9 and g2)

The moments of the structure functions gl and g2 are related to the forward spin-

dependent nucleon matrix elements through the following expressions, derived from

OPE.

For even values of n > 0 for gl and n > 2 for g2

dx n gi(x, Q2) = E e(f)(A2/Q2, g())a/)(p) (3.8)
f=u,d

1 d n g2(xQ2) = 4 [e 2(f(/Q2, g (p)) d -)(f) -  (3.9)
f=u,d e(f) t2/ , g(p)) af)(/)]



where the matrix elements af )(p) and d) )(p) are defined by

(PSI O(5,). 1 a) [SM+lsap. 1 P..p - traces] (3.10)A•- {"l'" ""}lPS) -n + n1 4

0(5,f) (i .• n

{(0A12 -2(} 2 ) z)7fY57{ DiD ... D1n} /(Z) - traces (3.11)

s[a..) P) = d(f) [S(sp,1 - sM1p)p2 ... p - traces] (3.12)
I(5f,)- (i-- 4n-+ 1

[a 2 ...} --2 'f(x)7sY7[ D{,A1]D 2 "... } D ?f(x) - traces (3.13)

where S, symmetrizes indices p," , ,. only, Sn+1 symmetrizes indices a, Pi, ... 7 ,n

and [Ua{pl]p 2 ... t } is defined as

0 {l2n } =. n + 1 = [O{ii..I}2 - OI{•7A2.,A} + Oa12'An.,} - OA,21...n}) + ]
(3.14)

such that the following decomposition is true

O 1,, 2...,A} = O{,,IA2...An + 1O[a{2]"2...An} (3.15)

As in the spin-independent case, the Wilson coefficients cV()(g 2/Q 2, g(A)) (i = 1, 2)

are known to some order in perturbation theory. The lowest moments in the parton

model are interpreted as the fraction of the nucleon spin carried by the respective

quark flavors:

ao) = 2Au, aAo) = 2Ad. (3.16)

3.1.3 Tensor Charge (hi)

The moments of the quark distribution function (rather than the structure function)

hi are related to the forward spin-dependent nucleon matrix elements through the

expression, as defined in [33].

j dx Xn- 1 [hi(x) - (-1)"-~'h(x)] = t$(1)(A) (3.17)

where the matrix elements t()(ji) are defined by

Sl ..(5',fI) ps) = 2t ()(f) [Sn(sop, - s 1pa)py2 . p,/M - traces] (3.18)



(5',) -(i•n
2  (3.9-).7{/1...Ln - ) bf(x)7 5 0,7{1, D,,,2 "DO,.} O(x) (3.19)

Here again, t(f) (IL) explicitly depends on the subtraction scale p. t•f) (jL) is also called

the tensor charge of the nucleon for flavor f. It is important to note that hi in

eq. (3.17) is only meaningful when a subtraction is implied. To relate hi to a physical

process (the Drell-Yan process in this particular case), one needs to perform an OPE

type of analysis with a given subtraction scheme. In this regard hi is not on the same

footing as the structure functions, such as F1, F2 , gl and g2 considered earlier.

3.2 Breaking Lorenz Symmetry

As was mentioned in chapter 2, the Poincard symmetry is explicitly broken on the

lattice. In this section we consider the remnants of the rotational subgroup SO(4)

that survive on the lattice and the impact of this symmetry breaking on calculations.

We start with a condensed review of relevant group theory. For a full treatment of

the representation theory of Lie groups and reduction to subgroups, one can use any

textbook on the subject, e.g., [34]. We build several low dimensional representations

of the hypercubic group H 4 and decompose spin 2, 3 and 4 representations of SO(4)

into irreducible representations of H4. The results will be used in section 3.3 to

construct lattice operators.

H4 is the group of symmetries of the four dimensional hypercube. It has 192 proper

rotations belonging to 13 conjugacy classes. Every element of H4 can be regarded as

a product of a permutation of axes and a reflection, with combined parity even. The

alternating group S4 acting on the base vectors in R4 is a subgroup of H4. On the

other hand, H4 is a subgroup of SO(4) (the proper rotation group in four Euclidean

dimensions), which is locally isomorphic to SU(2) 0 SU(2). Further details and the

representation of H4 can be found in [35].

Let [nin 2n3n4] denote a Young diagram of S4 with ni boxes in the first row, n2

boxes in the second row and so on. For example, [4000] and [1111] are the symmetric

and antisymmetric representations of S4 respectively. (i, j) denotes the spin-i and

spin-j representation of SO(4) in the SU(2) 0 SU(2) format. In addition, (i,j) =



[1111] 0 (i,j). We follow the simplified notation used in [36]. The correspondence

with the notation used in[35] is given in Table 3.1.

For our purpose, we need to consider the decomposition of the direct product of

n factors of 41, according to which y, and D, transform under H4, into a direct sum

over the thirteen irreducible representations

n C(H4 )

041 = ( ma(n) R(a)  (3.20)
i=1 a=l

where R(' ) denotes the a-th irreducible representation in Table 3.1 and C(H4) = 13

is the number of classes in H4. The integer m, (n) is calculated according to

Table 3.1: The correspondence between notations in references [36] and [35].

m,(n)= D(H4) C wx(a)(c)(x(41)(c))n (321)
c--1

where D(H4) = 192 is the number of elements in H4 , wc is the number of elements

in class c and X(")(c) is the character of the elements of class c in the irreducible

representation a.

To explicitly construct the basis vectors which transform as a given irreducible

representation, let us introduce the notation lij...), where i,j,... = 1, 2,3, 4. The

inner product in this notation is (i'j'... Iij...) = bi 6jj .... The group generators act

on this vector space in the following way. A reflection along the ith axis, Pi, results

in a factor of -1 for each index i in I.. .). For example,

P1 11) = 11), P 2121) = -121), P4 123) = 123) (3.22)

[4000] 1 1

[1111] 12

[2200] 2
[3100] 31
[2110] 32
(1, 0) 33

(0,1) 34

(1, 0) 35

(0,1) 36

(, 2) 41

(1 1) 42

6 6

8 8



A permutation (ij) interchanges indices with values i and j. For example,

(12)112) = 121), (14)113) = 143), (12)134) = 134) (3.23)

Since reflections Pi and permutations (ij) generate the whole group H 4, every group

element can be represented as a finite composition of suitable permutations and re-

flections.

3.2.1 Reduction of SO(4) to H 4

In general, irreducible representations of SO(4) become reducible when the symmetry

is restricted to H 4. One can use character orthogonality to find which irreducible

representations of a small group compose a representation of the large group. The

relevant formula is

1 C(H4 )
m,() = D(H4) c w X() C(C)(c) (3.24)

c=1

where (QP)(c) is the character of the SO(4) irreducible representation labeled by 6.

Some of the &( )(c)'s can be found in Table 3.3 of [36]. Others can be calculated by

using the SO(4) decomposition rules. For example,

0(2) (1,1) - - XX'!)! (3.25)

This equation follows from the SO(4) decomposition (1, 1) (½, 9 ) = ( , ) E (2, ) (

( E, 2)-e, ½),and
V2+ (X(10) + X(°' 1) - 2). X.(22 (3.26)

from the SO(4) decompositions (1, 0) (, ) = (3, ½) E (½, ½) and (0, 1) ® (~, ) =

(½, ) (½, E ). In the above calculation, we have used the facts that the SO(4)

representations (0,1), (1,0) and (I, !) are irreducible both in SO(4) and H4, so

that ý(c) in these representations are the same. We also used the identity 2(i , ) =

X(i,O) . (O,')

We are mostly interested in reduction of symmetric SO(4) tensors to H 4 irre-

ducible representations. The results up to rank 4 together with some other useful

representations are given in Table 3.2.



Rank SO(4) representation H 4 reduction

1 (½, ) 412
2 (1, 1) 31 E 6

3 (3, 1) or (1, 2) 8

3 (, ) 41 e4 2

4 (2,2) 11 e1 2 E 2 E 3 1 E3 3 E 34 E 35 (3 6 e6

Table 3.2: Reduction of SO(4) representations to H 4

While SO(4)-vectors remain irreducible under H4, the higher rank tensors require

more careful considerations.

3.2.2 Rank 2

There are 16 independent vectors Iij), with i,j = 1, 2, 3, 4 in 41 0 41. The decompo-

sition

41 0 41 = 11 E 31 E 33 e 34 ( 6 (3.27)

implies that the rank 2 tensors form five irreducible representations.

orthonormal bases for these representations are as follows:

The explicit

- (111) + 22) + 133) + 144))}

S 1 (3144) - 11) -

(122) - |11))}

1 (1[14]) + 1[23])),

= { (1 [141) - [23])),

122) - 133)), 1(2133) -

(3.28)

Ill) - 22)),

(3.29)

(1 [24]) - 1[13])), 1 ([34]) + [12]))} (3.30)

S([24]) + [13])), 1 (I[34]) - 1[12]))} (3.31)

= {{12}), 1{13}), {14}), 1{23}), 1{24}), 1{34})} (3.32)

where I[ij]) = (Iij)-Iji))/vý and I{ij}) = (lij)+Iji))//- for i # j. The basis vector

sets are labeled by their irreducible representations and index patterns according to

(1i•)
A2

(31)
A2

ý(33)
B2

6(34)B2

6(6)B2



table 3.3. Though in this case the representation index of the base vectors are unique

and pattern labels do not carry any additional information, they will become necessary

for higher ranks. To keep notation uniform, we retain pattern labels for all ranks.

label index pattern dimension multiplets

A2  ii 4 11 E 31

B2  ij 12 33 E 34 e 6

Table 3.3: Index patterns for 41 0 41 = 11 E 31 E 33 e 34 E 6.

From
11 11(2 ) • 2) = (0, 0) ( (0, 1) e (1, 0) E (1, 1) (3.33)

one can easily see that spin 2 representation (1, 1) of SO(4) consists of {e() } e)( 6 )}.

Accordingly, instead of one spin 2 state, on the lattice there are 2 separate states

(31; A2) and (6; B 2) with different energies. In the continuum limit they become

degenerate and form spin 2 states as Lorenz symmetry is restored.

3.2.3 Rank 3

There are 64 independent vectors kijk), (i, j, k = 1, 2, 3, 4). The decomposition

41 41 41 = 5 -41 E 4 2 e 5 - 8 (3.34)

divides rank 3 tensors into eleven irreducible representations. 42 appears only once

in the reduction and from table 3.2 it is clear that it comes from (3, 3) representation

of SO(4). Orthonormal bases of all representations are given below

A3  = 1111), 1222), 1333), 444) (3.35)A34211)+{ 1 +1+313+ +

(43,1) - (1122) + 133)+ 1144)), 1 1211) 1233)+ 1244)),

S(311) + 1322) + 1344)), (411) + 422) + 1433))} (3.36)

1) 122)- 133)-144, 1133) 144)),1(8) (2122) 133)- 1144)),1(i133)- 11441,l



'(2t211) - 1244) - 1233)), |(1244) - 1233)),

1(21311) - 1322) - 1344)),1 (1322) - 1344)),

1 (21411) - 1422) - 1433)), 1(1422) - 1433)) (3.37)

(4) = [234]), [134]), [124]), 1[123]) (3.38)

C3 = {234}), I{134}), {124}), I{123}) (3.39)

(8,1)  (22{34}) - 3{24}) - 14{32})), 1(3{24}) - 14{32})),

4(211{34}) - 13 14}) - 14{31}1) , ( 31l14}) - 14{31})),

1 (21{24}) - 12{14}) - 14{21)), (214) - 14{21})),

(2|1{23}) - 12{13}) - 13{21})), 7(2131) - 13{21})) (3.40)

eC3 = 2[21234]) + 13[24]) + 14[32])), (13[24]) - 14[32])),

1(21[341]) + 13[14]) + 14[31])), (3[141) - 14[31])),

1(211[24]) + 12[141) + 14[211)), 1 (214]) - 4[21])),

1 (211[231) + 12[13]) + 13[21])), 2(I2[13) - 13[21]))} (3.41)

The basis vectors for (41, i)B3 and (8, i)B3 , with i = 2,3, can be obtained from the

basis vectors of (41, 1)B3 and (8, 1)B3 by putting the non-repeated indices at the

second and third positions respectively.

Representations 41 and 8 appear more than once and we need an additional label

to distinguish these multiple copies. It is always possible to make all the basis orthog-

onal with respect to this additional label. It is convenient to use a labeling scheme

based on the symmetry pattern of the indices. Table 3.4 schematically summarizes

the relevant index patterns.

As a result, (8, 1)B3 and (8, 1)c3 are mutually orthogonal. In this particular case

(8, 1)B3 and (8, 1)c3 do not mix because of different index pattern structure. However,

in general this additional symmetry does not protect copies of the same representation

from mixing under renormalization.



Table 3.4: Index patterns for 41 0 4 1 0 41 = 5 -4 1 E 42 E 5 . 8.

3.2.4 Rank 4

There are 256 independent vectors lijkl), with i, j, k, I = 1, 2,3, 4. According to the

decomposition

4141@941@41 = 5-1 1 @(12 (95.-2E10-31j(6-32

e10-3 3  10- 34 E 6.3 5 E 6-3 6 e E 16-6 (3.42)

all irreducible representations of H4 appear in the decomposition except 41, 42 and

8. Only 12 shows up once. The explicit orthonormal bases are given below

^(11)
eA 4

(31)
eA4

6(33,1)
B4

= 11111) + 2222) + 13333) + 14444))}

= (11111) + 12222) - 13333) - 14444))

S(11111) - 12222)), (13333) -

= (1I4111) - 11444) + 13222)

(3.43)

(3.44)14444)

- 12333)),

1 (4222) - 12444)

1 (14333) - 13444)

= {2(14111) - 11444)

S(14222) - 12444)2

1(14333) -

= { 1(2111)

- 13111) + 11333)),

+ 12111) - 1222))}

- 13222) + 12333)),

+ 13111) - 11333)),

13444) - 12111) + 11222))

+ 11222)), 1(13111) + 11333)),

, (13222) + 12333)),

label index pattern(s) dimension multiplets

A 3  iii 4 41

B3  iij, iji, jii 36 3 - (41 e 8)

C3 ijk 24 41 e 42 E 2 8

6(34,1)
B4

S(6,1)eB4

(3.45)

(3.46)

1 (14111) + 1444)



S(14222) + 2444)), ' (4333) + 13444))}
= {1122}') + {1133}') + I{1144}')+

|{2233}') + l{2244}')+ {3344}'))}

1 2 {1122}') + 2{3344}') - {1144}') ),

-1{2233}') - I{1133}') - 1{2244}')

_({1144}') + 1{2233}') - 1{1133}') - 1{2244}'))2

- 1 (l{1144}')

( {3344}')
vl-

=1([1144]')

1 ([1144]')

1 (i[11441]'

2

1 (1[1144]')2

- 1{1122}'))

+ 1[2244]') + 1[1133]') + [2233]')),

+ 1[3344]') + 1[2211]') + 1[3311]')),

+ [3344]') + [1122]') + [3322]'))}

- 1[2244]') - 1[1133]') + 1[2233]')),

- 1[3344]') - 1[2211]') + 1[3311]')),

- [3344]') - 1[1122]')

= (122[14])

1(1111241)

1(11[34])

1= (122[14])

i (11 [24])

1 (11[34])2

+ [3322]'))

+ 133[14]) + 11[23]) + 144[23])),

+ 133[24]) - 122[13]) - 144[13])),

+ 122[34]) + 133[12]) + 144[12]))

+ 133[14]) - 111[23]) - 144[23])),

+ 133[241) + 122[13]) + 144[13])),

+ 122[341) -

= (12214}) - 133{14})

(I11{24}) - 133{24})

1(111{34}) - 122{34})

133[12]) - 144[12]))

+ 11{23}) - 144{23})),

- 122{13}) + 144{13})),

+ 133{12}) - 44{12}))

^(11,1)
C4

~(2,1)
C4

(3.47)

(3.48)

6(31,1)C4

(31,4)
C4

'(32,1)
ec4

(3.49)

(3.50)

6(33,1)D4

6(34,1)D4

6(35,1)D4

(3.51)

(3.52)

(3.53)

(3.54)

1 ({2244},) - 1{1133}')),- 1{2233}')),



•(36,1) _ J1, 2\ (122{14}) - 133{14}) - 111123}) + 144{23})),

(I11{24}) - 133{24}) + 122{13}) - 144{13})),

I(111{34}) - 122{34}) - 133{12}) + 144{12}))} (3.55)
2(6,1) - 1S j (133{12}) + 44{12})), ' (122{131) + 144{13})),

1 (122{14}) + 133{14})), (111{23}) + 144{23})),

1(111{24}) + 133{24})), 1 (11{34}) + 122{34})) (3.56)

) 1= ((33 [12]) - 144(121)), -(122[13]) - 144[13])),

S(122[14]) - 133[14])), i 111[23) - 144[23])),

|((11[24]) - 133[24])), ( 11[341) - 122[34])) (3.57)

Sjl (111]1234)1 = [1234]) (3.58)
(12) - P 4000]11234)} = 1{1234})} (3.59)

6(2,1) e1,)
E4  e E42) -P[2200]ip 1234); PE P4; i =1, 2 (3.60)

6(31,1) E 6(31,2) e(31,3)E Ei[3100]i 1
234); p E P4; i = 1,2, 3 (3.61)

6(32,1) ,(32,2) e(32,3) E[E2110]ip| 12 34 ); p E P4; i = 1, 2, 3 (3.62)

where j{iijj}') (iijj) + jjjii))/v' and 1[iijj]') = (iijj) - ljjii))/v/ for i #

j; P5nn1 n 2 n 3 4]i stands for the irreducible symmetrizer corresponding to the standard

Young tableau labeled by [nln2n3n4]i of the permutation group P4 . The explicit

expressions of P are given here

P(2200]11 = [24][13]{34}(12}, P1220012 = [14][23](24}(13},

P3100l = [14]{123}, P[2110]1 = [123]{14},

P1310012 = [13]{124}, P1211012 = [124] {13},

P•211013 = [134](12}, P[3100]3 = [121(134}.

It is important to emphasize that P and p E P4 in the above equations both act on

the position of the index, not on the value. In addition, orthonormalization is also

needed in the last three subspaces.



The basis vectors for (33, i)B4 , (34, i)B4 and (6, i)Bs4, with i = 2, 3, 4, can be ob-

tained from the basis vectors of (33, 1)B4, (34, 1)B4 and (6, 1)B4 by putting the non-

repeated indices at the second, third and fourth positions respectively. Basis vectors

for the other two copies of C4 patterns: (11, i)c4, (2, i)c4, (3 1, i)c4 , (31,3 + i)C4 and

(32, i)C4, with i = 2,3, can be obtained from the corresponding basis by replacing

(1122) like index patterns by (1221) and (1212) like index patterns respectively. Anal-

ogously, basis vectors for the other five copies of D 4 patterns: (33, i), (34, i), (35, i),

(36 , i), (6, i) and (6, 6 + i), with i = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, can be obtained from the correspond-

ing basis by replacing (1123) like index patterns by (2113), (2311), (1213), (1231) and

(2131) like patterns respectively.

Table 3.5 schematically summarizes the relevant index patterns.

label index pattern dimension multiplets

A4  iiii 4 11 E 31

B4  iiij 48 4. (33 e 34 e 6)

C4 iijj 36 3 -(11 e 2 E 2 -31 e 32)

D4 iijk 144 6 (33 E 34 E 35 e 36 E ®2-6)

E4 ijkl 24 11 ( 12 ( 2.2 E 3-3 1e 3-3 2

Table 3.5: Index patterns for 41 410 41 9 41 = 5 -11 E 12 E 5. 2 E 10 -31 e 6 -32 E

10-33 e 10. 34 E 6 -35 e 6 -36 E 16. 6

3.2.5 Permutation Symmetries

One can notice that we divided basis vectors in multiple copies of the same irreducible

representation of H4 in rank 3 and 4 tensors according to representations of the

permutation groups P3 and P4 respectively. This is not by accident, but rather

reflects the fact that permutation operations on the index positions commute with

H4 operations. The same behavior occurs for decompositions of tensor products

involving Lie groups, such as SU(2) and SO(4). The commutativity guarantees the



simultaneous block-diagonalization of representations of the permutation group Pk

and H4 group, where k is the number of the copies of 41 in the product (4 1)k

When m,(n) > 1 it is also possible to make the permutation symmetry explicit,

though this is not done in the basis vectors given earlier. For example, the three

copies of (41; 8)B3 can be put into irreducible representations of P3 characterized by

Young diagrams [300] (of dimension 1) and [210] (of dimension 2). Similarly, the

four copies of (33; 34; 6)B4 , the three copies of (11; 2; 2 31; 3 2)C4 and the six copies

of (33; 34; 35; 36; 2 - 6)D 4 can be symmetrized or antisymmetrized into irreducible

representations of P4.

In addition, the repetitions not common to the same index pattern at a given rank,

such as (8; i = 1, 2 )c 3 , (31; i = 1, 4 )c4 and (6; i = 1, 7)D 4 can be further distinguished

by some subgroups of P3 and P4. Other similar replicas, such as those appearing in

index pattern E4, are labeled by various standard Young tableaux of P4 .

Symmetry properties under permutations will turn out to be useful for determining

whether logarithmic mixing occurs for those representations which appear more than

once in H4 tensor decompositions. This is because some of the operators of rank 3

or higher vanish identically upon antisymmetrization of the repeated factors of D,.

When we constructed the basis vectors earlier, we have assumed that factors of 41 are

distinguishable through index positions. If some of the 41 factors are identical, certain

irreducible representations may not be realized, and hence some of the m (n)'s are

effectively reduced.

3.3 Moments of Structure Functions II(Lattice)

In this section we rewrite operators defined in section 3.1 on the lattice. The def-

initions are the same except for using symmetric lattice derivatives 2.5 in place of

covariant derivatives. In the previous section, it was shown that symmetrizing over

Lorenz indices is not sufficient to separate different representations in the moments.

Generally, irreducible representations of SO(4) used in section 3.1 are direct sums of

a number of irreducible representations of H4 , since the latter is a subgroup of SO(4).



For this reason, operator mixing requires more careful consideration on the lattice.

In subsections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, we consider moments of the spin-dependent and

spin-independent structure functions on the lattice. In section 3.3.3 we summarize

possible operators for various moments.

3.3.1 Spin-Independent Case

In this section we consider the spin-independent case.

Any rank n tensor on the lattice can be written in a basis of irreducible represen-

tations of H4 as

CH4 ma(n) d.

012"...,, = Z EZ Z ( 2 •_( 2 ('") .(ak) (3.63)
a=1 k=1 i=1

where O}a,k) transforms as i-th basis vector of k-th copy of the a-th irreducible rep-

resentation of H4 . d, is the dimension of the a-th irreducible representation. Label

k takes care of the situation when m,(n) > 1. E(pil2 ... An)
a' k) are the vector

components in the basis {I0(ak)}

The above equation can be inverted, giving
4

O&a, k) = c([12 .n),k) An1•A., (3.64)
L21,...,/n=l

where the c(Al 2 ... '' CLak) are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.

Let us consider an operator O a) with all m, (n) either 0 or 1. Then the spin

averaged matrix element (p| Id) p) can only depend on p,, which also transforms as

41, and 6,,, as far as the Lorenz structure is concerned. (Hereafter we use a notation

(pIO1p) =- E,(ps|Olps).) Furthermore, since O1 a) transforms as the i-th unit vector

in the a-th irreducible representation, (p|lO'a)p) has to be proportional to a tensor

made by p, that transforms in the same way. The proportionality constant, which is

like a reduced matrix element, is the quantity we are after, i.e.,

(pIOVa)p) = M(p2, a) a6)(p) (3.65)

For example, some of the rank 2 operators have the following matrix elements:

(pIO 1 p) ) 1 (P--• (3044 - 011 - 022 - (33) JP)Z= V1_24iT



= M(p2 31) 3p4P4 - PIP1 - P2P2 - P3P3) (3.66)

(plOI•p) - (plO{(14)p) = M(p2 , 6)pP{p4) (3.67)

(pO IP) ( (O[14 + 23p) = M(p2, 33) ( 4] +[2P31) (3.68)

The definitions of the basis vectors can be found in the section 3.2. There is no reason

for M(p2, 31), M(p2, 6) and M(p2, 33) to be the same on the lattice. However, in the

continuum limit when SO(4) symmetry is restored, one expects

M(p 2, ) a- M(p2 , (1, 1)))

M(p2,3) a---O M(p12(171)))

since both 31 and 6 are contained in (1, 1) of SO(4). On the other hand, M(p2, 33)

could remain different even in the continuum limit, since 33 is a part of (1, 0) in SO(4).

Moreover, (pO$=~) lp) will average to zero on the lattice, since p[lp4] = p[2P3] = 0.

The situation when m,(n) > 1 is more subtle. The matrix element (plO~a',k) )

is still proportional to e ak)(p) as required by H 4 symmetry. However, now there are

several values of k available and there is nothing to prevent mixing between them.

This mixing is only logarithmical, but it has dynamical origin, so label k can not be

determined by some arbitrary orthogonalization procedure. It is better to avoid such

representations if possible. In the last subsection we will see that in cases we are

interested in it is always possible to find H 4 representation with m,,(n) = 1.

3.3.2 Spin-Dependent Case

When considering spin-dependent structure functions, there are two vectors, the mo-

mentum p, and the polarization vector s, in addition to the metric tensor b,, from

which to construct the tensor structure of à ) = )(p, s). For spin 1/2 particles like

the proton, polarized states can be obtained by applying the polarization operator

P(s) = (1 + y5s)/2 to an unpolarized matrix element

1(ps|OIps) = Z (ps'IP(s)Olps') - (p|P(s)OIp), (3.69)
SI



which shows that ta) (p, s) only contains terms linear in s and independent of s. The

s-linear term corresponds to the piece proportional to 3'5 in 0.

For example, the rank 3 tensor has following matrix elements

(ps O= ips) = (p P(s)0 0 )|p) = (p|P(s) {124}p = M(p 2, 4 2) S{1P2P4} (3.70)

Since the representation 42 appears only once, 0(42) can not mix with any other rank

3 operators. Whether the matrix element of a rank 3 tensor 0(8,2) can be defined

using the equation

(ps=O 5 'J)ps) = (p P(s) O 8i='5 p) = (P P(s) O[1(2]4}Ip) = M(p2 (8,2)) S[1P{2]P4}

(3.71)

depends on whether 0(8,2) mixes with the other 8 representation with the same index

pattern ijk (all three indices are distinct from one another). The other three 8's with

index pattern iij (two indices are equal and the third is different) can not be built

by permuting indices in patters ijk, and hence can not mix with 0(8,2).

Constructing tensor structures for other tensors is a simple exercise based on

section 3.2.

3.3.3 Possible Lattice Operators

In this subsection we consider criteria for selection of H4 representations and give a list

of possible candidates for lattice calculations of the moments of structure functions.

* First, we want ultimately to connect the lattice Monte-Carlo results with ex-

perimental data. Hence, the operators we chose must survive in the continuum

limit. This excludes some patterns containing antisymmetrization over posi-

tions, e.g., in the spin-independent case none of the representations based of

[ij]...-like patterns can be used to extract reduced matrix elements, since any

tensor structure built out of p, is automatically zero and any sensible lattice

statistics will average to this dull number. However, such operators could be

useful as consistency checks on algorithms and provide a handle on error esti-

mates.

LL _II



* Second, it is desirable to avoid operators that mix with operators of lower dimen-

sion. Usually simple symmetry considerations are enough to determine mixing

properties of an operator. When mixing does occur, it is possible sometimes to

correct the problem and separate contributions from lower dimensional opera-

tors, but normally this is a major undertaking, because it requires subtractions

between terms with different powers of inverse lattice scale.

* Operators can also mix within the same dimension. This could happens when

there is more than one copy of particular H4 irreducible representation in ®41.

Such a mixing reflects a bad choice of basis vectors for the representation. Since

this mixing has dynamical origin, it is extremely difficult to separate mixed

operators on the lattice. We will avoid such operators.

* Statistical noise increases dramatically with momentum of the final state. For

this reason it is better to have as few nonzero momentum components as pos-

sible.

* When two or more H4 irreducible representations come from the same SO(4)

irreducible representation, they produce in general different results on the lat-

tice. However, these states become degenerate in the continuum limit, so the

gap between two values is a measure of lattice effects.

All possible lattice representations that satisfy the first two criteria are listed in

Table 3.6, based on Tables 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, and explicit basis vectors of section 3.2.

Table 3.7 lists various choices of operators for the structure function moments we

consider. When more than one choice is possible for the same moment, we use an

additional latin index a,.... We assume that the nucleon spin is s = (0, 0, 0, 1) where

it is relevant and the pi denote nonzero components of the 4-momentum at the sink.

In our case one can choose the smallest nonzero momentum of the lattice pi = 27r/24.

It is easy to see that different representations within a given rank and a given index

pattern involve similar computational complexity.

Logarithmic mixing can occur when the operator contains more than one copy of

the same H 4 irreducible representation. To determine if it really occurs for operators



a0o 41 only

a2  (8, i= 1,2,3)B3

d2 (8, i = 1, 2)c 3

tl (33; 34)B 2

V2  (31)A 2, (6)B 2

v3 (8,i = 1, 2, 3 )B3, (41; 42; 8, i = 1,2)C3

v4  (2,i = 1, 2, 3)c4, (35,i = 1,. .. ,6; 36,i = 1,--,6)D4)

(11; 12; 2, i = 1, 2; 31, i = 1, 2,3; 32, i= 1,2,3)E4

Table 3.6: Representations that satisfy the first two criteria.

in table 3.7 let us consider permutations of the indices.

In the case of d2 , the potential candidate of mixing is (8, 2 )c3 . However, we see

from the explicit basis vectors that the last two indices are antisymmetric and hence

the corresponding operator vanishes identically. In the case of v3, there are three

copies of (8, i = 1, 2, 3 )B3 , whose basis vectors can be symmetrized by symmetrizing

each term as (a, b = 1, 2, 3 and a : b),

8)= { (aab) + jaba) + lbaa)), (21aab) - aba) - baa)), (Iaba) - baa))} (3.72)

It is easy to check that e( 3 2 and e 3,) give the same operator. Therefore, the log-

arithmic mixing in this case is only two-fold. In the case of v4, there are also three

copies of (2, i = 1, 2, 3 )c4, whose basis vectors can be symmetrized by symmetrizing

each term as

~ {(I{aabb}') + I{abba}') + I{abab}')), (21{aabb}') - I{abba}') - I{abab}')),

(({abba}') - I{abab}')) (3.73)

One can easily check again that ( ),2 and (2)3 give the operator zero, so that no

mixing occurs in this case. Similarly, V4,a does not have logarithmic mixing either.

Moment H4 representations



Moment Operator Basis vector Mixing

p = (0, 0, 0)

V2,b 044 - 1 022 + 033) 2,1

a 5 6(41)
ao1 2

a 2,a 0{334} - (o114} + 05224}) (8 23})

51 5' 6(33)
tl0[24] - 0[13] B2,2

P = (Pl, ,0)
,(6)

V2,a 0{14} B2,3
6(8,{123})

V33  O{114} -- 1 (L{224} + {334}) eB 3,7})

V4 0{1144} + 0{2233} - 0{1133} - 0{2244} e(24,
123})

5 6(42)a2  {234} ec3 ,3

d2 05 (8,1)
2[2{3]4} eC3 ,5

p = (p, P2, O)

6(42)
V3,a 0{124} C3,3

4,a  {2214} - 0{3314} + 0{1123} - {4423} 6(35,{123456})

P = (pl, p2, P3)

V4,b 0{1234} ()E4

Table 3.7: Moments on the lattice

3.4 Renormalization Factors

In this section we review the procedures involved in calculating renormalization con-

stants relating matrix elements in the lattice scheme and the MS scheme. The calcu-

lations are done explicitly in the Feynman gauge and in the chiral limit, both in the

continuum and on the lattice, for simplicity.

We consider three operators (3.6), (3.11) and (3.10). All three operators are twist-

2. O(f) contributes to the spin-independent structure functions F1 and F2 . 0 (5' f)

contributes to the spin-dependent structure functions gl and g2 (corresponding to the

longitudinally polarized proton target). The operator O(5' ,f ) , related to the so-called



tensor charge, probes the spin-dependent structure function hi (corresponding to the

transversely polarized proton target). With a special combination of the first two

indices and multiplied by a factor of the current quark mass 0(5'f) also contributes

to g2 at the twist 3 level, though with negligible effect in the chiral limit.

3.4.1 Continuum Calculation

The renormalization scheme used here is the standard MS scheme. There is no oper-

ator mixing occuring in the continuum calculation for flavor non-singlet currents.

Feynman Rules

The Feynman rules for the fundamental part are given by Itzykson and Zuber [37].

The Feynman rules (at tree-level) for composite operators are given by

=0() = p)M-1 (3.74)
A 1 , 2 , " "' , • n

0(2) = 0 (5,fs) .n & , p)• , (3.75)

0(3) = Of) , (3.76)

where A is a null vector (A2 = 0) which enforces the symmetrization and removes

traces. The Feynman rules for operators involving gluons can be found in the book

by Muta [38].

In the chiral limit, 75 can be freely commuted, with at most an overall sign dif-

ference. Therefore, the calculations for (3.74) and (3.75) are practically identical.

Procedure

The steps involved are the following:

(a) draw all possible Feynman graphs up to an appropriate order in the number of

loops (one-loop in our case), including symmetry factors;

(b) for each graph, first simplify the color and Dirac structures;

(c) carry out the loop integral and then remove the term with (-' - 7E + In 47r);

~_



(d) add up all graphs and then factor out the tree-level contribution explicitly.

Results

The results (by B. Schreiber) are summarized in Table 3.8, graph by graph including

symmetry factors. The notation is defined as follows:

(3.77)ZG 9 F [G n (p2/2) + Bc1

The sails and vertex graphs for the second moment are also checked by S. Huang.

Notice that there are also finite terms with structures different from that of the

tree-level contribution. These finite terms should also be reproduced on the lattice

and hence do not require additional renormalization for the composite operators.

Moment G 'YG BG

sails 2 -4

first vertex -1/3 5/9

self-energy 1 -1

total 8/3 -40/9

sails 10/3 -62/9

second vertex -1/6 4/9

self-energy 1 -1

total 25/6 -67/9

sails 13/3 -83/9

third vertex -1/10 28/75

self-energy 1 -1

total 157/30 -2216/225

Table 3.8: Results in the MS scheme for the first three moments for operators 0(1)

and 0(2). Spin-independent and spin-dependent results are the same in the chiral

limit.



3.4.2 Lattice Calculation

The lattice operators are given by the same expressions as in the continuum, with

the derivatives replaced by the lattice expressions (2.7) and (2.6). Operator mixing

can be completely avoided when the indices (pL1, - -, ) are chosen to be distinct

from each other (possible up to the fourth moment). However, other choices are also

available, with a proper combination of indices according to representations of the

H4 group.

Feynman Rules

The Feynman rules for the fundamental part are given by Kawai et al in [39]. The

Feynman rules for composite operators are given by Kronfeld and Photiadis in [40].

and checked by B. Schreiber. Those rules relevant to our case are listed here (Wilson

fermions at r = 1 in Feynman gauge a = 1):

quark propagator:

SF(k) 6 ab ( iy sin(k,a) + M(k) where M(k) = [1 - cos(k,a)] ;

(3.78)

gluon propagator.

SB(k) 6AB 6,~ ( [1 - cos(kpa)] ; (3.79)

quark-antiquark-gluon vertex

-igo (TA)bc ( Cos[(p + q),a/2] - i sin[(p + q),a/2]) ; (3.80)

quark-antiquark-gluon-gluon vertex-

ag 926 {TA TBab (cos[(p + q),a/2] - i, sin[(p + q),a/2) ; (3.81)

operator with two-quark:

6ab , ft sin(p,,a); (3.82)
1=2



two quarks, one gluon vertex:

n r-1 a n
ago(TA)ab 7, ,, COs[(p + q),,a/2] sin(pua) sin(q ,a) (3.83)

r=2 1=2 a =r+l

two quarks, two gluons vertex-

1a2 2 A B n sin[(p + q),,a/2] r-1 sin(p,,a) n sin(q,,a)
2 go a a L 6  a Ma

2r=2 1=2 /=r+1
(3.84)

The composite operators are assumed to carry zero momentum here. Rules for

0(5,f) and O(5' 'f) are similar to that of O(f), with additional Dirac matrices.

Procedure

The steps involved are essentially the same as in the continuum case (specialties on

the lattice are noted):

(a) draw all possible Feynman graphs up to an appropriate order in the number of

loops (one-loop in our case), including symmetry factors; (there are more graphs

on the lattice due to the compact formulation of gauge fields.)

(b) for each graph, first simplify the color and Dirac structures; (the color part is

similar to the continuum case whereas the Dirac structure is rather different

due to the explicit violation of the chiral symmetry by the Wilson action.)

(c) carry out the lattice integrals; (There are two ways of doing these integrals, one

is simpler but involves fitting, used by B. Schreiber, and the other is slightly

more complicated but involves no fitting, used by S. Huang.)

(d) add up all graphs and then factor out the tree-level contribution explicitly at low

external momenta in lattice units.

Results

The results (by B. Schreiber) are summarized in Tables 3.9 and 3.10, graph by graph

including symmetry factors. The notation are defined as follows:

ZG = 1 + 16 2 C, [ ln(pa) + BG] . (3.85)



The sails graph of the second spin-independent moment has also been checked by S.

Huang. In addition, the results for the first and second spin-independent moments

agree with Capitani and Rossi [41]

The result for the second spin-dependent moment agrees with Schierholz et al [28].

Moment G 7G BG

sails 2 -5.070

vertex -1/3 2.292

first self-energy 1 -0.382

tadpole(quark) 0 12.233

tadpole(operator) 0 -12.233

total 8/3 -3.1601

sails 10/3 -7.608

vertex -1/6 1.211

second self-energy 1 -0.382

tadpole(quark) 0 12.233

tadpole(operator) 0 -24.466

total 25/6 -19.0122

sails 13/3 -9.198

vertex -1/10 0.840

third self-energy 1 -0.382

tadpole(quark) 0 12.233

tadpole(operator) 0 -36.699

total 157/30 -33.206

Table 3.9: Results in the lattice scheme, first three spin-independent moments for the

operators 0 ( 1).

The results for the zeroth moment (or tensor charge) from O0 , for both MS and

lattice schemes, are given in Table 3.11.

Notice that, in additional to the finite terms also occuring in the continuum, there



Moment G YcG BG

sails 2 -5.070

vertex -1/3 1.358

first self-energy 1 -0.382

tadpole(quark) 0 12.233

tadpole(operator) 0 -12.233

total 8/3 4.094

sails 10/3 -7.608

vertex -1/6 0.661

second self-energy 1 -0.382

tadpole(quark) 0 12.233

tadpole(operator) 0 -24.466

total 25/6 -19.5623

sails 13/3 -9.198

vertex -1/10 0.464

third self-energy 1 -0.382

tadpole(quark) 0 12.233

tadpole(operator) 0 -36.699

total 157/30 -33.582

Table 3.10: Results in the lattice scheme, first

operators 0(2).

three spin-dependent moments for

is a linearly divergent piece (a - 1) in the quark self-energy graph. This divergence

should be taken care of by the quark mass renormalization (through fine-tuning of

the hopping parameter in the Wilson fermion) in the fundamental part of the theory

and hence should not be regarded as part of the composite operator renormalization.



Scheme G 7G BG

vertex 0 0

MS self-energy 1 -1

total 1 -1

vertex 0 4.386

self-energy 1 -0.382

lattice tadpole(quark) 0 12.233

total 1 16.237

Table 3.11: Results in the MS scheme and the lattice scheme for the zeroth moment

(or tensor charge) O(3).

3.5 Extracting Data from the Lattice

The expectation value of (T[J(tl)O(t2) (t 3)]) at large separations |tl - t 2 >» 1,

Itl - t3 | > 1, |t2 - t3 >» 1 is:

(T[J(t1 )O(t 2)J(t 3)]) = I < 01Jlp > 12 -Eo(p)t-t3 0)

The dependences of the nucleon source and the mass can be factored out by dividing

the above expression by D 2(tl, t3 ):

(T[J(t1)O(t2)J(t 3)]) (0) (3.86)= (0). (3.86)
(T[J(tj)J(t3)])

Below we show how the numerator in eq. (3.86) can be computed on the lattice.

The hadron current is Jo(x) = a (x)Ub (x)d~(x)EabcC . In our calculations we use

F = p c . In the smeared sources, the quark operators are integrated with a Gaussian

smearing function.

We want to calculate the matrix element (OIJ.(x)O(y, y')J.,(x')10), where O is

bilinear in quarks: (y, y') = (y)O ,(y') and On", in general carries other

Lorenz indices as well. If ((y, y') is not flavor changing, then it can be represented as

O.(y, y') = E(y)• ·'u•n, (y') +~ (y)O~ n n', ,(yI). Otherwise let us leave O unspecified.O(YtYI)= UVY/ nni U V, (y') + dv nn' v'Yj ~rlrvlcI~l ~Ic* vuu~iru



This way we will be able to calculate several matrix elements at very low incremental

cost.

Our goal is to calculate the matrix element

(JQ(z)O(y, y') J, (X')) =
--'. ,. •.lfd, (x')ui, (x')a', (x')F Ea 'b'c' 10).

Hereafter integration over y, y' and x is assumed. There is a momentum projection

in f d3x.

Let us consider "O first. There are four diagrams contributing to this matrix

element. After contractions we have

("O) = Sad'(X,y'I da• a ') 1, ')OabcEa

- s , ( o, (y, '')so, (X, ' (, Z')O~ lIrr (y °EabcEa'lbc'
+Sad' (,(X I db' ,S(Y ) (X,(X ')( r,(xx')O 'r i , 7.'# EIb- a' I

-S,(, y') (' (y, ')S;,(x, ' EbcE b'c

One can rewrite this expression as

("0) = Sadl~~, )(y, X ')Odd (Y y) tM'C' (( 'aa

where

"Maaa' (x, X') = (x, (Mx')[

+ 6 1'c' '9b',(, X')rf J IEabcI a'^cf+S"bo:, (X, x')r,¢.'A'
+65 'p' b''  , (-) r -"• C cr ' Caee,,, bl , .

Now let us calculate 1d. There are only two diagrams which give:

(4) = Ccd' (X a;, yI dc'I , )aa' (a;,a b' (b ,yo'P-r ,

-- S'" (y'") '', Xy a' ) "S.•3 (X X') ( 'Vd,( ' -(. b abc'a' bc'

(do) = Sc',(X, y'),L , _ '(y, )y')dM A'lO (, ~M'),) Odo, ( y , -d d ")S, All JA ,ddlr '

(Olu(Z ),I (Z )da (X)rU E db-~ )O •(y', y)"V(y)

6a PlI' aB' "bb' (x, p)PPp''
Aa ,•



where
dM+ f° l' (a, (X IX'' (Z,

ofS(I',(( , 3 X)S)(x , x )]•A, Ce abcEa'b'c'

One can easily check that for F = C7 5 both UM and dM have nonzero entries only for

a, at = 1, 2.

3.6 Sequential Source

To calculate Sab(x, y') using the existing CG code, one needs to use the following trick.

First, it's easy to check that 5 SrJS(x, y)y - (S) (y, x). Now, the sequential

source can be computed using the following identity:

S•'(x, y )M11/1 ' (x, x') (= -g ( ,s, )*(y',),• X 'M,'a, x')
AaVI (X , d cc _ X *

Via'1' (S'(y' ) (YiMwjaQ(X , I))*)X

The product S (y', x) (y ••"M 1 (x, x'))* is just a solution of the Dirac equation

-,p Xbc = ) ab = al MILvv' >
7•, Dfb(x)S•.•[,u,]( x, y)= ay[,,,](xy) •,[•'] = C 5 '•ab

If we denote

xCab 1cac (, , , , (X) X X U7 dap[vl](y',I') =Sac (y',x) z xM~ I(XX))*, x = ud

then for the three point functions we have:

00) = IS (y, X') Vd' (Y, Y•75 a A' '

do -- '' (y, X') dd' y,( y • /,a'(,'[aa'](Y ,Y ))

These results are obtained for smeared source-point sink three-point functions.

The case of the smeared sink can be worked out along the same lines simply by adding

smearing to all quark propagators reaching the point x.

3.7 Results

We illustrate results of this chapter with measurements of the zeroth moment of the

tensor charge. We analyzed 40, 40 and 36 configurations for three K's we used in



determining the lattice scale in section 2.7 with the final momentum p = (0, 0, 0).

We also analyzed from 15 to 20 of the same configurations with p = (1, 1, 0). In all

cases the Gaussian smeared source has been placed at t, = 8 with the momentum

projected point sink at t = 24. Figure 3-1 shows results for p = (0, 0, 0). For all as

the plateaux are clearly visible.

A
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Since other moments require non-zero momentum at the sink, we examined the

possibility of using a single set of propagators with non-zero momenta to measure all

the observables. A comparison of results using p = (0, 0, 0) and p = (1, 1, 0) is shown

in fig. 3-2 for n = 0.15200, where we used 15 configurations for both p's. The result

shows that one must put as many components of p to zero as possible, even at the

expense of having to calculate additional sets of propagators.
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Figure 3-2: Comparison of t1 calculated with p = (0, 0, 0) (A) and p

at K = 0.15200. Note the different vertical scales in A and B.

(1s10) (B)S(1, 1, 0) (B)

Here we used the jackknife method (see appendix B) to estimate statistical errors

on the ratio of three- and two-point functions and the procedure from appendix C

to find the plateaux. Systematic errors due to finite lattice size and the quenched

approximation are unknown at this point.

Finding the plateaux in the plots on fig. 3-1 with the X2 procedure one gets

obtains mq dependence of tl depicted on fig. 3-3. Extrapolating to the chiral limit,

the contribution of the u-quark is -3.28(2) before renormalization, while the d-quark

gives 0.514(3). Note that here we have tacitly assumed that the nucleon in question

is a proton. More properly one should call the two valence quarks of the same flavor

the like quarks and the third quark of different flavor the unlike quark.)
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Figure 3-3: Extrapolating t1 to the chiral limit

3.8 Conclusion

In conclusion, we would like to outline possible future developments:

* Going to higher moments could be done in two ways: i) using a spatially asym-

metric lattice to put a very small momentum in the final state or ii) building

the lattice derivative operators designed to decrease the noise level in the higher

moments. Of course, these two approaches could be combined as well as used

in conjunction with improved actions (see below.)

* Using improved (or perfect) actions for the gauge sector and the Dirac operator

is an attractive way to improve approximation to the continuum.

* Understanding effects of dynamical quarks on the structure functions requires

calculating the moments in full QCD. While the body of results in the quenched

U

d

. ._.. . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. ... ... . . .. . ... . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . .

I I I I I I



approximation is growing, currently there is no results in the unquenched theory.

* Calculating renormalization constants nonperturbatively could be an attractive

method, especially if a perfect action is used.

* Calculating moments of other structure functions would help in looking for

chiral and infinite lattice limits by comparing with result of other groups [42, 43].



Chapter 4

Instantons on the Lattice

Topological properties are among the most fascinating aspects of the non Abelian

gauge theories. Their mere nature calls for nonperturbative methods. It seems that

the lattice is an ideal tool to study instantons and related phenomena, but the dis-

creteness of lattice makes it impossible to rigorously introduce topology into the lattice

formulation. Instead one has to resort to various tricks and approximations. In this

chapter, we review the problems of topology studies on the lattice in section 4.1. In

section 4.2, several definitions of the topological charge which are widely used in QCD

are reviewed. In order to better understand topology, we turn to a simpler model,

the 2d 0(3) a-model, and show in section 4.3 that it shares the same set of problems.

In the last section, we describe a definition of the topological charge which will be

used with the cluster algorithm in the next chapter to study 9-vacua.

4.1 0 Terms

Most of the studies of topology start with introducing the 9-term into the action

S[(, 0] = S[0] + i9Q[€], (4.1)

and calculating the 0 dependence of observables. Here Q is the topological charge.

It has integer values on any field configuration [0] and the configuration space of the

continuum theory consists of disjointed sectors with fixed Q. By disjointness we mean



that if [€1] and [02] have Q1 # Q2 then there is no path [O] connecting them such

that the action is finite for all t.

Introduction of the 0-term allows one to measure topology-related quantities.

E.g., the topological susceptibility Xt = (Q2)/V is

02Z
Xt = ZVa02'

From the simulation point of view, the action (4.1) is a nightmare. The major

problem is that now exp(-S[f, 0]) is not positive definite and one can not interpret

it as a probability. If one tries to solve this problem by grouping the factor exp(iOQ)

with an observable A then there is a rapidly oscillating integrand A exp(iOQ) and the

signal must be extracted from cancelation of negative and positive contributions. To

this end a tremendous increase in statistics is required.

Several additional complications are common when dealing with the topological

charge on the lattice. Among them

* Strictly speaking, there is no topological structure in the lattice field theory,

since any configuration is finite action on the lattice and two field configura-

tions can always be smoothly transformed to each other. The situation here

is analogous to that with the Lorenz symmetry-it is explicitly broken on the

lattice but is restored in the continuum limit.

* Q takes integer values in the continuum only. Naive lattice transcriptions easily

loose this property.

* Mixing with other operators, notably unity, and large renormalization constants

are common for most lattice definitions of Q [44, 45].

There are several ways to avoid these problems. We consider them in the following

section.



4.2 Topological Charge in LQCD

The continuum charge density

q(x) = 64r2 F,, (x) F, (x) 'pE (4.2)

gives the second Chern number of the principle bundle

C2[A] = /d4xq(x). (4.3)

There are three approaches to transfer of Eq. (4.3) to the lattice. First, one can

construct a lattice expression which in the continuum limit goes to (4.2). Second, one

can try to build a lattice analog for (4.3) without bothering with local expressions.

Third, if one is able to reconstruct the principle bundle from its lattice footprint, then

one can have a well-behaved C2 and, with a bit of luck, the local density.

4.2.1 Quick and Dirty Approach

Basically, there are two expressions in the unit hypercube for q(x) which approach

eq. (4.2) in the continuum, corresponding to two paths on fig. 4-1. Alternatively, one

..--".. ... ..............•..- -------- ..- --------. ...
. ....- : ,- .._ _.._.........

S ..................... .

A B

Figure 4-1: Topological charge loops

can combine these two expression to either cancel the next order in a corrections, or

to suppress mixing. Being simplest, this approach suffers greatly both from mixing

and renormalization.



However, these definitions are computationally cheap and are often used with

cooling when their drawbacks become less prominent.

4.2.2 Topologically Correct LQCD

Here we only briefly mention two methods that give integer values for (4.3). The

first was suggested by M. Liischer [46]. It produces an integer charge for small action

density and Q reduces to the Chern number in the classical continuum limit. Besides

it gives a correct continuum charge density (4.2). The only drawback of this definition

is its computational cost. One must reconstruct a parallel transport and calculate

several 2-d integrals on every lattice site. Often double precision is required.

Another method [47] goes after the total charge (4.3) only. After extensive analyt-

ical construction it amounts to counting intersection numbers on the group manifold.

The original formulation works with a simplicial lattice.

Depending on the form of the gauge action, geometrical definitions can have se-

vere problems. For example, in the case of the Wilson action they suffer from dis-

locations [48]. Besides, for some configuration the geometrical charge is ill-defined,

but this is a minor price for having it integer otherwise. However, these exceptional

configurations could be made to have measure zero.

4.3 Topology in the ao-Model

In general the topological structure of gauge theories is very complicated and difficult

to study on the lattice. To better understand the rble topology plays in the dynamics

of a field theory, we now turn to the two-dimensional 0(3) a-model.

Two-dimensional a-models are traditionally used as a warm-up exercise for non

Abelian gauge theories [49]. In the continuum, the topological charge is defined as

Q = d2xq(x), q(x) = E'fabc epAna&n8vnc .  (4.4)
87r

Q has clear geometrical meaning. It counts the winding number of the mapping

n(x) : M -_ S2 . Eq. (4.4) looks deceptively simple and easy for lattice calculations,



however, one can find in it all the pathologies of QQCD-

A naive discretization of (4.4) does not produce integers for all configurations and

needs considerable renormalization which must be calculated nonperturbatively. In

the next two subsections we consider two definitions which always (modulo a set of

configurations of measure zero) give integer values for Q on the lattice.

It is more convenient to work with a triangular lattice here. For more details on

the lattice layout see the next chapter.

4.3.1 Area Counting Definition

Since q(x) in (4.4) is nothing but the area of an infinitesimal triangle, one can use the

area covered by triangular plaquettes Ax = (ni, n2, n3) on the lattice to calculate Q.

The surface of a spherical triangle is S = V + V2 + ~3 - 7r. Here Vi is the i-th dihedral

angle. When pi < r/2 for all i, one can easily rewrite S in terms of scalar products

(ni , nj):

= - arccos (W3 +- w • w2  , + + 2-1 + Uj2 • W3w 1 + W1W2 + W2 W3 - W3 W1 W2

1 + w3 + w1 + w2 + W3W1 + w1w 2 + w2 w3 + w3w1W2

where wl = (n2, n3), w2 = (n3, nl) and w3 = (n 1, n 2). For large triangles (when some

of pi > r/2) one should be more careful with signs. There is also an alternative set

of formulae for ji:

W 1 - W2 W 31 = arccos

-W) 1W(i
W2 -- )202 = arccos - 2)(1 -

13 - W1 W2
3 = arccos

1- ( - w)
S = 01+02+03-7r-

This also shows where the deficiency of the naive definition comes from. The area of

A. is proportional to the volume of intersection of the unit solid sphere and a cone

subtended by A. while n i -(n2 x n 3 ) is proportional to the volume of the tetrahedron

defined by points 0, nl, n2, n3. While both have the same continuum limit they differ

at finite a.



While the final value of Q is an exact multiple of 1, it is obtained as a sum of

all areas and as such is subject to rounding errors. The same is true for Liischer's

definition of Q in QCD. In addition, like QCD, this topologically correct definition of

Q is much more computationally expensive.

4.3.2 Counting Triangles

It is possible to design yet another method to calculate the same geometrical definition

of the topological charge which does not involve global floating point sums. This could

be done if the local charge density were of no interest. The method is based on the

following observation.

The winding number of the map n(x) : M --- S2 can be calculated by counting

how may points of M are mapped to the same point w in S2 . In the case of a

triangular plaquette, it amounts to comparing signs of a few 3 x 3 determinants. If

w is outside of the image of the triangle Am, A, then the associated number is 0. If

w is inside, the number is +1 if n : Am - A preserves the orientation and -1 if it

does not, see fig. 4-2

n3

0
Figure 4-2: The topological charge by intersection counting

Based on this idea, the algorithm is as follows:

I Choose a random point Wu on a sphere. In the next steps we will find intersection

numbers of triangles forming the lattice with the ray defined by W'. In principle
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one could use any fixed point instead of a random one, in fact the result does

not depend on the choice. However, there are certain advantages of this freedom

which will be used in the next chapter.

II For every plaquette triangle A formed by 1-links of the lattice, find if the image

of the triangle O(A) on the sphere S2 has the point W' in the interior. If ~5 is

outside, assign qa = 0. Otherwise find if the map e': M -+ S2 preserves the

orientation of A. Since M is orientable, orientation of all A is unambiguously

defined by parallel transport. If e' preserves the orientation, assign qa = 1,

otherwise, set qa = -1.

III Sum qa over the lattice. The result Q = qA is the topological charge of the

configuration.

In the next chapter we shall see that a smart choice of w allows us to construct a

Q-sensitive cluster algorithm.





Chapter 5

0 Vacua in the 2-d 0(3) r-Model

As we have seen in the previous chapter, the topological charge is extremely difficult

to put on the lattice.

A traditional warm-up exercise is studying the 2-dimensional 0(3) a-model. This

class of theories shows many important aspects of QCD and at the same time is

much more tractable. Many exact results exist for the a-model [49] which makes

it even more attractive for lattice simulations, since results can be compared with

exact solutions. Here we develop a method for working with the 2-d 0(3) a-model

with a 0-term included. We construct an update algorithm that allows dealing with

arbitrary 0 and apply it to show that the theory becomes massless at 9 = 7r.

In addition to being a prelude for the study of nonperturbative QCD, the 2-d 0(3)

a-model has yet another interesting application. In 1983 Haldane conjectured [50, 51]

that integer and half-odd-integer 1-d antiferromagnetic quantum spin chains behave

qualitatively differently; namely, while integer spin chains should have a mass-gap,

half-odd-integer chains should be gap-less. This has been confirmed numerically for

finite chains of spin 1 and 2 [52, 53] and analytically for half-odd-integer spins and

for spin 1 [54]. The long-range physics of 1-d quantum spin chains is described by

an effective 2-d classical O(3)-model. Haldane argued that the effective action for a

chain of spins S contains a topological term 27riSQ. Here Q is the topological charge.

Because of periodicity, all integer vales of S are mapped into 0 = 0 in field-theoretical

language, while half-integer values of S correspond to 0 = 7r. The standard 0(3)-



model has a mass-gap in agreement with Haldane's conjecture. On the other hand,

the conjecture implies that the mass-gap of the 0(3)-model disappears at 0 = r. A

previous numerical study that was limited to 101 < 0.8 7r found no phase transition

in that region [55]. In fact, prior to the present work, Haldane's conjecture had not

yet been verified in the context of the 0(3)-model.

5.1 a Model in 2 Dimensions

In this section, we review properties of the a-model in two dimensions that will be

used in the following discussion. More complete treatment of the subject can be found

in an excellent review [49] and references therein.

The O(N) a-model in (1 + 1) dimensions is a theory of N real fields a"(x) (a =

1,..., N) which are defined on a unit sphere:

a,(x)a(x) = 1. (5.1)

aa transform as the vector representation of the group O(N) (hence the name of the

model.) The Lagrangian is usually written in the form

L f = (Oaa(x)) (8jaa(x)) (5.2)

Although it looks like an uninteresting free field theory, solving constraint (5.1) with

respect to one of the component adds a highly nontrivial interaction between the

remaining components of aa. In addition, in the case N = 3 the classical field

equations have solutions with finite energy-the instantons [56].

In the continuum, it is more convenient to incorporate constraint (5.1) into action

(5.2) and rescale a so that aaaa = N/f. The Euclidean action can be written then

as

S[a, a] = - J d2x [i9,aa(x)iaa(x) (a(x)aa(x) - N)] (5.3)

As can be easily shown, the theory undergoes a dimensional transmutation which

gives a vacuum expectation value to the field a(x)

a(x) = VNm2 + •qu(X) (5.4)
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where

= M 2 exp(-47r/f) (5.5)

and Mo is an ultraviolet cutoff momentum.

The topological charge in the 0(3) a-model is defined as follows [56]:

Q = 1 d2 xf abc EM a aU aab •vc. (5.6)

It is well known that the last expression is a second Pontryagin class of the map

a : M - S2 from the coordinate space M to the unit sphere. The normalization

factor is chosen such that Q E Z. The instanton realizes a local minimum of the

action (5.2) in the Q = 1 sector. An important point is that the instanton action is

strictly positive Sist > 0.

Though instantons are absent in the a-models for N > 3, there is a SU(N)

generalization of the sigma models, namely CP(N - 1) models which have instantons

for all N[49].

5.2 The Lattice Version

For lattice simulation, it is more convenient to work on two-dimensional torus T2 as

the configuration space. As long as the lattice size L is large enough and the lattice

spacing is small enough; a << < L, there is not much difference between a sphere

and a torus for our purposes. In particular, the instantons also exist on the torus.

We use a triangular discretization, so that every site has six neighbors and the

lattice is covered with equilateral triangles.

The most symmetric fundamental domain on such a lattice is a honeycomb shown

on figure 5-1; for technical reasons it is more convenient to work with an equivalent

torus (see fig. 5-2.)

When >» a there are a number of lattice actions with the same continuum limit

SL -1/(8,ao) for a/ -- 0 and a smooth enough configuration (aa(x)aa(x +) 1).

Details of the topological charge definition and its relation to the cluster algorithm



Figure 5-1: Honeycomb domains on the triangular lattice

Figure 5-2: Parallelogram domains on the triangular lattice

prompt using the so-called truncated action

0 (1 - e-x e-y) if ex - e-, > -1/2

(xy) 00 otherwise

Hereafter we denote the a-field on the lattice by e. This action differs from the

standard one

s•st[ = E 3st(1 - e . ) (5.8)
(xy)

only by effectively prohibiting very fast change of the orientation of F. This cut-

off is relevant only on the ultraviolet scale where other lattice effects are significant

anyway. It is worth noticing that (5.7) belongs to the same universality class as the

untruncated action (5.8), so the continuous observables are not affected by limiting

the angle between neighbors to ] - 27r/3, 27r/3[.



Of course, one can not hope to obtain the same results for both (5.7) and (5.8)

unless ,st is converted to 0: (O(0)) = (O(Ost(C, O)))st (strictly speaking, this is only

an asymptotic expression when / - co.) But, since both actions are in the same

universality class, Ost(0, 0) does not really depend on 0 and it suffices to identify

only one observable, say (, in both lattice realizations to map Ost --+ .

5.3 Cluster Update Algorithm

On lattices large compared to the correlation length (L »> ) special care should

be taken to generate statistically independent configurations because of critical slow-

ing down [57, 58, 59, 60]. In addition, measuring topological quantities requires an

extremely large sampling to see the signal.

Fortunately, there exist cluster algorithms [61, 62, 631 which deal with the critical

slowing down by updating collective modes on the lattice instead of individual spins.

In addition, the cluster construction allows to sum over large number of configuration

analytically by building improved estimators for the observables.

In this section we describe a multi-cluster version of Wolff's cluster algorithm and

corresponding improved estimators for the action and magnetic susceptibility. An

improved estimator for the topological charge will be constructed in the next section.

For the 0(3) a-model the Wolff algorithm works as follows.

* First, one chooses an arbitrary point n on S 3. Then a Z2 is embedded into the

theory in the following way. Every spin ' can be flipped with respect to -n:

e = e - 2n(n# -ej. (5.9)

Since Iil = 1, 1? also belongs to S3. The flip operation (5.9) is a reflection on a

sphere with respect to the equator defined by the north pole n'.

Moreover, e' = e' and if d' and Y' are flips of a and b respectively, then

s(d, b) = s(', Y) and s( , b) = s(hd, b). These properties of the Z2 embedding

are important for the proof of detailed balance.



* Second, every 1-link on the lattice is made either "active" or "passive": if

flipping one of the spins on the link decreases the action, the link is passive,

otherwise the link is active with probability p = 1 - exp(s(i, y-) - s(Z, ~)).
Alternatively, one can think about making every link active with probability

p = 1 - min(1, exp(s(, y-) - s(X, ýV))). (5.10)

* Next, clusters of spins are formed by defining all sites on the lattice connected

by paths of active links to belong to the same cluster. As a result, each spin

belongs to one and only one cluster.

* The final step is the update. In the multi-cluster version we are using, every

cluster is flipped with 50% probability.

On average, 1/2 of all the spins will be updated on a single iteration. For the next

generation, another point is picked up for n'.

Because the critical behavior of the percolation of the bonds updates spins on all

length scales, this algorithm eliminates critical slowing down.

5.4 Improved Estimators

Finding an efficient update strategy is only one part of problem. A second issue is to

improve the statistics of the measured observables. Here again, the cluster algorithm

is of great help. For certain quantities it is possible to construct so-called improved

estimators which take into account the cluster structure built during the update step.

Here we consider two quantities, namely the energy (E) and magnetic susceptibility

Xm.

5.4.1 Action

For the average energy, (E) = -, it is easy to work out an improved estimator.

One can write

(E) = ( (1 - (- )) + (E (1 - (Y- y), (5.11)xr~y X-/'Y



where x -- y iff x and y belong to the same cluster. The second sum could be written

as (ECxy(Z+ X+ .y-))/2, which in turn is 2/3(Ey(.' y-). Hence, the estimator (5.11)

is nothing but

(E) = (Z (1 - (Y. 7))). (5.12)
z,•y

5.4.2 Magnetic Susceptibility

The magnetic susceptibility X,. = &Z also has an improved estimator. By the same

argument as for (E) one finds

Xm = (i ). (5.13)
i\XEC/ )

In both cases (E) and Xm we explicitly summed over flips of all clusters. If there are

Nc clusters on average per configuration, then this trick improves statistics by a factor

of 2Ne . In our simulation, there is about a hundred clusters per configuration, so the

number of configurations required to achieve the same accuracy with the standard

estimators would be a factor of 1030 larger.

5.5 0-term in the Action

The theory becomes more complicated when a 0-term is added into the partition

function. Now all observables can in principle depend on the vacuum angle 0. In

what follows we will concern ourselves mostly with magnetic susceptibility Xm(0) and

so-called topological susceptibility. The latter is defined as

Xt() W - _ )2)
V

1 2Z aZ\2
=9. (5.14)V (Z(902 gay



5.6 Clusters and Topological Charge

In this section we illustrate how clusters and the triangle counting definition of the

topological charge of section 4.3.2 can be used together.

Let us consider what happens to the topological charge when clusters are flipped.

As a first step in building an improved topological estimator, notice that there are

three types of triangles:

A All three vertices belong to the same cluster.

B Two of the vertices belong to one cluster, and the third-to another.

C All vertices are in different clusters.

Second, suppose we define a charge Qi for every cluster, so that Q = E Qi, with

the following properties: i) The Qi do not depend on orientation of other clusters:

after flipping cluster i one obtains the topological charge Q': Q - Q' = Qi - Q'. ii)

In addition, flipping the cluster reverses its charge, Qý = -Qi, then Qi = (Q - Q')/2

takes half-integer values.

Now let us try to construct Qi which would satisfy these properties. If the direction

of 'W is orthogonal to ni (in this case w' is the west pole first discovered by Winnie-the-

Pooh [64] in a slightly different context), then the flip reverses qa on the A-triangles:

(-1, 0, +1) -+ (+1, 0, -1).

For B-triangles there are two clusters and four possible orientations.

I J qA

T T q(TT)

T I q(TO)

J, T q(.LT)

I q(11)

It seems impossible to combine two cluster charges Qi and Qj to reproduce four values

of q0 . However, the choice of the west pole for zi guarantees that q(11) = -q(TT) and

q(TM) = -q(IT). Hence, B-triangles contribute (q(TT) +q(Tl))/2 to Qi and (q(TT) +q( 1T))/2

to Qj.
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The situation with C-triangles is more complicated. There are now three clusters

I, J and K and four orientations after taking into account the simultaneous flip of

all clusters. As a result, we have a system of four equations for three variables

0Q + Qj + Qk = q(TrT)

Qi + Qj - Qk = q(TT)

Qi-Qj + Qk = q(TIT)

Qi - Qj - Qk = q(T11)

which are in general inconsistent. However, if action (5.7) is used, then C-triangles

could exist only if q(TTT) + q(TTI) - q(TT) - q(TiJ) = 0, which is exactly the consistency

condition for the above system'. Moreover, Qi gets (q(TTT) +q(T11))/2 from this triangle

and other charges likewise get half-integer contributions.

The final expression for Qi is

1 (QT) (T) 1 (qTT) q()•(5.15)Qi= E Q + 2 q E + + E ). +(2.W +
AEA(Ci) AEB(Ci) AEC(Ci)

This definition has the following properties that will be used in the next section

to construct an improved estimator:

* All Qi are half-integers and the above algorithm gives exact result for them

without any rounding.

* Flipping one cluster charges the sign of its charge and does not affect charges

of other clusters.

* The total topological charge is a sum of cluster charges: Q = Qi.

5.7 Improving Topological Estimators

As was mentioned before, a configuration with N clusters represents an ensemble of

2N field configurations which differ only by the cluster orientation. In our simulation,

'It is trivial but long to check that all triangles which can violate the consistency condition have

at least one side longer than 27r/3. The cluster algorithm will put an active line on such a side and

the triangle in question will be either class A or B.



typically there are , 100 clusters per configuration. The idea behind all improved

estimators is to sum analytically over all cluster orientations, getting by a factor of

2 N better statistics.

Quantities we are interested in have the form:

(0)o = Z() DF O[el] exp {-S[e] + iOQ[e]}.

This can be rewritten as

(0)o ) ei q JV 6(Q[e] - q) O[el exp {-S[e]}

Z (0)- p(q)e' qo,

where O, = f De' O[el 6(Q[el - q) exp(-S[el)/Z(q) is the expectation value of 0 in a

given topological sector, Z(q) = f D)e6(Q[e1 - q) exp(-S[el) is the partition function

for that sector, and p(q) = Z(q)/Z is the weight of the topological sector with charge

q.

Hence, measuring of O for arbitrary 0 consists of finding Oq and p(q). It is easy

to construct Oq along the lines of section 5.4, e.g., one can glue all charged clusters

together for the calculating the improved estimators. In our simulations, usually

about a half of clusters have charge zero, so the removal of charged clusters from the

improved estimators still results in a factor of 250 of statistical improvement.

5.7.1 Measuring p(q)

To calculate p(q) the following trick can be used. Consider a system of clusters in a

given configuration. It represents an ensemble of configurations contributing to the

partition function with the same weight. However, these configurations have different

topological charges. Since there is a considerable number of charged clusters, we can

speak about a distribution of the topological charge in the ensemble. The overall

distribution p(q) is an average of these configuration distributions. The problem now

is to build the sample distribution from the cluster set.

The following pseudo-code does the job:
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construct the clusters;

put p_old[0] = 1, p_old[i] = 0 otherwise;

for each cluster i do {

let charge be the charge of the cluster i;

if ( charge == 0 )

continue;

put p_new[i] = 0 for all i;

for all i sequentially do {

p_new[i+charge] += pold[i] / 2;

p_new[i-charge] += p_old[i] / 2;

return pnew;

This algorithm takes O(N 2) steps to sum over 2N orientations. It has only rounding

errors and can be made exact. A typical distribution of p(q) is shown on fig. 5-3.
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Figure 5-3: The topological charge distribution p(Q) on the 36 x 12 lattice

5.7.2 Reweighting Technique

The distribution p(Q) varies over many orders of magnitude. In particular, as one can

see from fig. 5-3, large charges are suppressed exponentially. Still, at 0 close to 7r the

·
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·
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contributions from the large charges are important and need to be determined with

high accuracy. In this respect, a reweighting technique [65] using a trial distribution

Pt(Q) has been useful. The trial distribution should be as close as possible to the

real distribution p(Q). In general this is difficult to achieve because one has not yet

determined p(Q). In our case, the improved estimator described above provides a

good trial distribution pt(Q). Then one works with an effective action

Seff[(] = S['] + Inpt(Q[']) (5.16)

and determines p(Q) = pt(Q) f De 6Q,Q[g] exp(-Seff([e]).

The combination of using the cluster algorithm and the reweighting technique

provides enough statistics for measuring both Xm and Xt.

5.8 Spin Chains

The cluster formulation of the 0(3)-model provides more than just an efficient nu-

merical algorithm. The clusters can be interpreted as physical objects that play a

crucial role in the dynamics. We identify the clusters of charge ±1/2 with merons.

This definition of merons is consistent with the semiclassical picture. In fact, an in-

stanton is built out of two Wolff clusters, both with topological charge 1/2. At 0 = 0

the clusters are independent and hence the merons form an ideal gas. The resulting

disorder is responsible for the mass-gap of the theory. At 0 = ir the Boltzmann factor

exp(iOQ) is 1 for even Q and -1 for odd Q. When a configuration contains a half-

odd-integer charged cluster, flipping it changes Q by an odd integer. The resulting

configurations then have opposite Boltzmann weights and their contributions cancel

out in the partition function. Therefore, at 0 = 7r only those configurations for which

all clusters carry integer charges contribute to Z(O). This means that the merons are

now bound in pairs and can no longer disorder the system. Hence it is natural to

expect that the mass-gap vanishes at 0 = 7r. This agrees with Haldane's conjecture

and it provides an exact formulation of Affleck's dynamical picture.
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5.9 Numerical Results

We have performed numerical simulations with the meron-cluster algorithm at g = o00

for volumes V = 3L x L = 18 x 6, 24 x 8, 30 x 10 and 36 x 12. For each lattice

we have performed 10' sweeps for measurements. The correlation length at 9 = 0

is about 2.8 lattice spacings. Fig.5-3 shows the topological charge distribution p(Q)

on the 36 x 12 lattice. Due to our reweighting technique we can easily generate a

distribution that covers 25 orders of magnitude.

Up to logarithmic corrections discussed below, we find X(r) oc L and Xm(7r) c L

which indicates a second order phase transition. For a first order transition the

susceptibilities would grow proportional to L2. In fact, at very strong coupling one

expects a first order phase transition [66, 671. Due to the constraint in our action of

eq. (5.7) the strongest bare coupling we can consider (3 = 0) turns out to be too weak

to reach this regime. We have not run our algorithm at 3 < 0 although this may be

feasible. It would be interesting if one could then reach the first order domain. Affleck

et al. have conjectured that the critical theory at the second order phase transition

is up to additional marginal operators a conformal field theory in the universality

class of the k = 1 Wess-Zumino-Novikov-Witten model [68, 67]. Close to the phase

transition, the mass-gap of the infinite volume theory should behave as

m(0) = j1 - 7'12/3 1 ln(2 - 7r)1-1/2. (5.17)

We consider Fisher's finite size scaling variable z = m(8)L which is a renormalization

group invariant measure of the physical volume. Using the critical exponents of the

Wess-Zumino-Novikov-Witten model with logarithmic corrections to scaling due to

the additional marginal operators [68], one expects

Xt(0, L) = L (In L) - 1/2 gt(z), Xm(8, L) = L (In L)1 /2 mg(z), (5.18)

close to the phase transition. Here gt(z) and gm(z) are universal functions. In figs. 5-

4 and 5-5, Xt(8, L)L-'(lnL) 1/2 and Xm(0, L)L-1 (lnL)- 1/2 are shown as functions of

z. In both cases the data seem to be close to a universal curve. The logarithmic

corrections to scaling are important for this. Note that no fitting or free parameters
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Figure 5-4: Data for the universal function gt(z)
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Figure 5-5: Data for the universal function g,(z)

are involved. This confirms the described scenario. Cluster diagnostics on the 36 x 12

lattice at g = oo show that most clusters are neutral, 4 percent have charge ±1/2, 1

in 106 have charge ±1 and very few have larger charges. The average sizes of the 0,

±1/2 and ±1 charged clusters are 1.5, 10 and 32 lattice sites, respectively.

5.10 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have identified a second order phase transition at 0 = 7r with the

critical exponents of the k = 1 Wess-Zumino-Novikov-Witten model. This confirms

Haldane's conjecture in the framework of the 0(3)-model. Identifying Wolff clusters
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of charge ±1/2 with merons, we have provided a precise formulation of the meron

picture. We have confirmed that the merons form integer charged pairs at the phase

transition. The O(3)-model is equivalent to the CP(1)-model. All CP(N)-models

have instanton solutions and hence a 0-vacuum. In the large N limit, the CP(N)-

model has a first order phase transition at 0 = r (66] where CP is spontaneously

broken. One expects that this persists down to N = 2 [66, 67, 69] although a numerical

study in the CP(3)-model (motivated by the strong CP-problem) seems to contradict

this [70]. Unfortunately, cluster algorithms do not work well for CP(N)-models with

N > 2 [71].

The 0-vacua in gauge theories cannot yet be simulated reliably because there is

no known cluster or comparably efficient algorithm.
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Appendix A

Portable Random Number

Generator

In a broad class of applications, different types of random data are required. Quite

often the data in question live not in a simple domain like an interval or a square, but

are homogeneously distributed over some complex manifold. An important example

is a random point on three dimensional sphere S3 , which is widely used in the lattice

QCD code.

The homogeneous distribution in this case is defined by the probability distri-

bution p(q, 0) = 1, where (0, 6) are 'natural' coordinates on S3 . The measure

d = Ldq sin Od0 imposes severe problems on using general methods for continu-

ous distributions [72] because the map (0, 0) = [0, 21r) x [0, r-) -+ S3 is singular at

S= 0, 7r. Moreover, any map D2 - S3 has at least one singular point.

To circumvent this problem, the following approach is commonly used in the

sequential code. First, map the manifold M in question into an N + 1-dimensional

cube CN+1 = [-1, 1]N+1 with Euclidean metric, where dim M = N in such a way

that there is a region D E CN+1, D - (0, 1] x M and the metric induced on M

reproduces the required measure. Now, apply the following algorithm:

Al. Repeat generating points pi in CN+1 until Pk E D.

A2. Project Pk to M.



We assume that there is a simple way to generate a random point in CN+1.

There is a tremendous difficulty in making an efficient port of this algorithm to

SIMD environment. The problem is that step Al in the data-parallel edition reads

Al'. Repeat generating points pi in CN+1 until Pk E D on all positions of the data

set.

In this work an alternative approach is investigated. The idea is based on the obser-

vation that a random number calculated on the position k is perfectly suitable for

any other position j. So, instead of waiting for every position to produce a random

point, we employ the following algorithm:

B1. Initialization. Set k -- 0. Result will be stored in r.

B2. Generate a point in CN+1 on every position.

B3. Mark the positions containing points inside D. Let them be positions jl, j2, ..., jm.

B4. Copy Pjl,Pj2,... to rk, rk+1, rk+2, .... (Stop copying when the last position is

filled.)

B5. Set k 4- k + m.

B6. Repeat steps B2-B5 while k < total number of positions.

We assume that a generic scan operation is available for step B4. An implementation

of the algorithm B on C* 7.1 [73] uses the scan() procedure which is quite time

consuming on CM-5 when data leave the physical processing node.

The table below shows that even on the CM-5 with it's expensive communication

[74] there is considerable performance improvement.

As the scan operation is quite general in the SIMD world, algorithm B does not

use any CM-5 specific features and may be implemented easily on other platforms.
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# of positions Alg. A time Alg. B time

2 55.34 27.07

8 94.35 29.96

32 135.74 30.42

128 172.53 30.34

512 211.03 27.96

2048 482.79 48.01

4096 1044.24 90.67

8192 2174.27 170.11

Table A.1: Time is in milliseconds for S3 on 32 node VU CM-5 in dedicated mode
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Appendix B

Jackknife

In this appendix we outline the jackknife method used to estimate errors of effective

masses and three-point functions in chapters 2 and 3 respectively. A more complete

treatment of the jackknife and bootstrap methods can be found in refs. [75, 76]. We

start by reviewing the basic idea behind the jackknife method. After that an outline

of its application to the effective mass and three-point function calculations is given.

Consider a statistical ensemble {xi, i = 1 ... N} with the average (x) = E xI/N

and the dispersion D(x) = N•-1•. The standard way to estimate a statistics f(x)

is the following.

Zi f(xi)
(f) i fi)(B.1)N

i(f(s)- (f)) 2

O((f)X= (B.2))= N(N - 1)

This simple approach, however, does not work well in many situations. E.g., if

D(x) and If"(x)I are large enough, the error of the (f) is overestimated by (B.2).

One can redeem the situation somewhat by the following trick.

Consider a derivative ensemble {X(i), i = 1 ... N}, where

X(i) = Y(x) - xi (B.3)
N-1 '

and use the following formulae for statistics f(x):

(i f(x(i))(B.4)
(f) (B.4)



(N - 1) E (f(x(i)) - (f)s)2
rV(f) N (B.5)

One can easily convince oneself that (x) = (x)j and a(x) = ao(x). Moreover, (f)j is

an unbiased estimator for f if all x's are independent random variables, a(x) is finite

and f(x) and p(x) satisfy some mild conditions.

Notice, that (B.3) is nothing but an average of all xs except for xi and (B.5) differs

from the standard definition by a scaling factor chosen to reproduce expected results

in case f (x) = x.

An interested reader will find a more complete treatment of the procedure in the

literature cited above.

To apply this scheme to the effective mass calculation, we use a set of propagators

{Di(t),i = 1...N} each calculated at a given gauge field configuration Ui. The

derived ensemble is
D ) = EkN=1 Dk(t) - Di(t)

N-1

and the statistics
D(t)

meff(D, t) = log D(t + 1)

After that formula (B.5) is applied to get an estimator for a(m). However, further

analysis shows that a(m) is overestimated by this method. One possible explanation

is that first, there is a strong correlation between Di(t) and Di(t + 1) and, second,

the normal distribution is not a very good model statistics for Di(t).

In case of three-point functions, we seek to estimate an average and the standard

deviation of O(tl, t 2, t 3)/D(t1 , t 2). On the lattice each gauge configuration U, yields

Oi(tl, t2, t 3) and Di(tl, t2). Again, a derivative ensemble {O(i), D(i)} is formed as

- k=1 Dk -Di

O(i) kN=1 Ok- Di
N-1

and the ratio and its variance are estimated using (B.4) and (B.5). Probably for the

same reasons as for meff, the resulting a seems to be too large.



Appendix C

Search for Plateaux

If statistics itself is more an art than a science, then error analysis is black magic with

all its smoke and mirrors. We certainly do not pretend to have a bulletproof procedure

for searching the plateaux in the effective masses or three-point functions. While it

is sometimes possible to find methodical flows in some approaches, it is much more

difficult if indeed possible at all to suggest a "correct" method. Hence, the following

should be considered but a recipe and taken with a grain of salt.

In general the problem can be stated as follows. Given experimental results for

x(t) ± 6(t), t = 1... N and assuming that for t large enough x(t) reaches a plateau

x(t) - xo, t > 1, derive an estimate for xo and find its error o(xo) under the

condition that random noise 6(t) increases at large t.

We illustrate the procedure used with an example. Table C.1 shows a set of three-

point function "measurements" cooked-up to illustrate how the technique works. As

can be seen in fig. C-1, there is a source at t = 8, and a sink at t = 24. The data set

shows noticeable contributions of excited states at small separations and an increase

in noise at large t.

We begin with defining a time window w(S, M) starting at t = S and including M

consecutive points. Using these M points we calculate an estimator for X2 statistics:

x2(S, M) S+M-1 (xi -_)2

i=s Mai



Table C.1: Result of a gedanken experiment

10 15 20 25 30

Figure C-1: An example of plateau search results

where
S+M-1

w= E 1/a2
i=S

1 S+M-1 7i

i=S

100

t x t x t 3 t x

0 0.03(5) 8 7.23(18) 16 5.18(17) 24 0.41(54)

1 0.05(1) 9 6.34(23) 17 4.99(11) 25 0.01(21)
2 0.09(12) 10 5.73(7) 18 5.14(9) 26 0.19(6)
3 0.00(3) 11 5.45(10) 19 4.97(14) 27 0.14(19)

4 0.01(4) 12 5.21(7) 20 5.02(19) 28 0.07(20)

5 0.03(6) 13 5.21(8) 21 5.09(30) 29 0.04(9)

6 0.01(2) 14 5.11(6) 22 4.90(25) 30 0.02(7)

7 0.04(5) 15 5.16(14) 23 4.53(15)
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After that we search for the global minimum mins x2(S, M)/M. As an example,

fig. C-2 shows X2 (S, 6)/6. One sees that in the region of interest, the minimum is

le+04

1 e+03

le+02

le+01

1e+00

le-01
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Figure C-2: x 2 (S, M)/M for M = 6

reached at S = 17. The windows corresponding to min X2(S, M)/M are plotted as

solid horizontal lines on fig. C-1. Table C.2 shows the minimal values of X2 (S, M)/M

for M = 4... 14. The following observations can be made:

S M minXm(S,M)/M S M minx2(S,M)/M

4 13 0.35 10 13 0.57

5 12 0.39 11 12 0.67

6 17 0.41 12 11 1.45

7 15 0.42 13 11 2.74

8 14 0.38 14 10 7.26

9 14 0.40

Table C.2: min x2 (S, M)/M and corresponding S for various M

1. If the time window is too small, there is no single prominent minimum of chi2.

As the window size grows, a single deep minimum is formed while other minima

either disappear or are pushed up. In addition these unstable minima tend to

change their position rapidly as the size of the window changes. Windows of

sizes 4 and 5 in the example show this behavior.
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2. Once a stable minimum is formed, changing the window size produces no sig-

nificant changes in the window position (M >= 6 in our case.)

3. Plotted as a function of M, mins X2(S, M)/M reaches a plateau in the stable

window regime with a sudden jump up when the window becomes too large (see

fig. C-3.

4

3

2

a
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Figure C-3: mins X2(S, M)/M vs. M

Finally, we choose S and M corresponding to the end stable X2 region. In our case

S = 12, M = 11. The corresponding average and its standard deviation is plotted

on fig. C-1 as a dotted horizontal bar. We see that, as expected, approximately 1/3

of data points deviate from the average by more than one o. The final result of the

analysis is

. = 5.13 a(x) = 0.01.

The fine print: The expected value of x 2/M is close to 1. If the X2-plateau is

reached at a value significantly different from 1, it could indicate that ai have

not been correctly estimated. As a quick remedy, one can rescale the error to

bring x 2 /M to 1, however, an extreme cation is required here, because more

often than not too large or too small X2 is a result of a systematic bias or a

simple error in the analysis.
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